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Executive Summary  
Hearst is not a typical town in northern Ontario. Although industry and occupational data tend to focus on the importance 

of the forestry industry to the economy, the community has unique features such as its strong Francophone character, 

ambitious spirit, tradition of entrepreneurship, and love of the arts that together create a distinct and powerful culture.  

There are some challenges associated with its uniqueness; like many Francophone communities in northern Ontario, 

Hearst is not very culturally diverse and there is not much immigration into the community. A lack of newcomers and the 

importance of bilingualism to comfortably work and socialize in the community can make moving to Hearst a challenge. 

The impending cross-sectorial labour shortage which is beginning to be experienced across Canada has already been 

identified as a significant challenge for Hearst.  

Forestry and forestry related manufacturing are strong components of the local economy. The forestry sector has been 

negatively impacted by a slump that has been ongoing since 2003. Although Hearst has certainly suffered, losing 

businesses, employment and people, it has weathered the storm well compared to many other communities. As the 

prospects for forestry are tentatively improving, Hearst is potentially well positioned to capture economic opportunities in 

the sector, as long as the challenges of labour attraction can be overcome. 

These challenges are only the latest that Hearst has overcome since that first group of settlers chose the divisional point 

between Cochrane and Grant, along the route of the newly completed National Transcontinental Railway, as their home. 

They began the tradition of community building that has made Hearst into so much more than a stopping point in the 

wilderness. 

The interim report is based on a review of Statistics Canada and ESMI Analyst data including the 2006 Census and 

Business Patterns, as well as Hearst’s existing economic development strategies and community consultation activities 

including an online survey, two focus groups and more than 20 individual interviews with community leadership and 

external experts in the identified sectors.  A number of important themes were identified through the data gathering and 

consultation activities with business and community leaders as well as important stakeholders and investment analysts 

who are located outside of Hearst.  The themes identified below represent issues that the community is talking about, 

either positively or negatively, and are important considerations for the final Hearst Economic Development Strategy. 

 Labour Force Attraction and Retention 

 An Aging Community 

 Youth Engagement 

 Entrepreneurship 

 Francophone Culture 

 Communications  

 Commitment to Community Economic Development 

 Quality of Life
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The amount of wealth in a community grows when businesses either sell their products and services outside of the 

community (exporting) or stop leaking of money by getting people and businesses to shop locally rather than outside the 

community (import substitution).  These are the “economic drivers” and are profiled in the following figure. 

 

CURRENT ECONOMIC DRIVERS AND REDISTRIBUTORS FOR HEARST 

 

The transportation and construction sectors are both strong contributors to the local economy; however in this case the 

majority of their value is directly related to the success of the forestry sector and to highway maintenance, which although 

important to the local economy is largely outside of the control of the municipality. For these reasons, transportation and 

construction are not considered primary drivers. These sectors are still significant, and may still figure into strategies 

related to the forestry sector. 
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The sectors that have been selected for Hearst to pursue are exporters or help with import substitution.  Furthermore, 

they have been prioritized based on two criteria: the ability for the sector to have a long-term positive economic impact on 

the community and the ability for the community to influence that growth.   

These opportunities put focus on Hearst’s current core strengths and maximize use of underutilized assets.  It also gives 

aim to new directions that have the potential to shape the community for decades to come. In the following figure these 

sectors are mapped to indicate their overall economic impact and the ability of organizations in Hearst (including the 

Hearst Economic Development Corporation and Town of Hearst) to influence the development of the local economy in 

these areas. 

 

LONG TERM “ECONOMIC IMPACT OF” AND “TOWN INFLUENCE ON” INVESTMENT AND JOB CREATION OPPORTUNITIES 
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When town influence is taken into consideration, the ranking of the sectors is as follows: 

1. Forestry 

2. Education 

3. Mining 

4. Tourism 

5. Agriculture 

6. Energy 

 

The following table provides a summary of the qualities of the sectors that are driving Hearst’s economy. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF PRIORITIZED ECONOMIC DRIVERS 

 Forestry Education Mining Tourism Agriculture 
Renewable 

Energy 

Estimated long 

term sector 

growth 

Moderate Moderate Strong Moderate Moderate Moderate 

Complement to 

existing local 

economic base 

Very Strong Strong Low Strong Low Strong 

Potential to have a 

significant impact 

on local economy 

Very Strong Strong Strong Moderate Moderate Moderate 

Municipal 

investment 

required to attract 

investment 

Moderate Moderate Low Moderate Low Moderate to High  

Current state of 

the sector 

Long-time economic 

driver of the 

community 

With both a college 

and university 

campus in the 

community, Hearst 

is well positioned  

A lot of local 

exploration and 

development 

proposals with 

significant activity in 

region  

Tourism is 

concentrated in 

business travel and 

visiting friends and 

relatives 

Currently small in 

terms of 

employment but 

growing 

The renewable 

energy sector 

has a presence 

in Hearst 
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Economic 

Driver 
Forestry Education Mining Tourism Agriculture Renewable Energy 

What is the 

town’s current 

ability to 

capitalize on 

the sector? 

Forestry has a long 

tradition in Hearst 

and the sector is 

well positioned to 

capture new 

opportunities should 

global trends 

continue to improve. 

Increases in 

enrolment have the 

potential to be 

aligned with existing 

labour market 

development 

priorities, and 

therefore may 

warrant municipal 

support. 

Despite strong 

competition in this 

sector, if existing 

businesses look to 

mining as a new 

market, there may 

be significant 

opportunities. 

Hearst’s position on 

Highway 11 supports 

business travel related 

to the transportation 

sector and resource 

industries. 

Excellent facilities 

create opportunity for 

sport tourism. 

Strong family 

relationships support 

visiting friends and 

relatives. 

With a strong 

project built on 

local leadership, 

this sector has 

good potential to 

improve quality 

of life and begin 

to impact 

employment. 

Although there are 

challenges in the 

sector with respect 

to energy 

generation due to 

limited transmission 

capacity, the future 

of wood pellets and 

biofuels is 

promising. 

Value 

proposition 

Forestry has a 

bright future in 

Hearst, where 

innovation is 

integral to every 

business decision. 

With available land 

and a business 

community you can 

work with. 

Hearst is a proud 

Francophone 

community where 

students can be 

immersed in French 

Canadian culture in 

a fully bilingual 

environment.  

Hearst’s 

entrepreneurial 

energy and 

dedication to quality 

work are a perfect 

match to mining 

supply 

opportunities. 

The ideal transfer 

point from highway 

to the Ring of Fire. 

Tourists will be pleased 

to discover Hearst’s 

cultural and arts 

activities. 

Hearst has the ability to 

support sporting events 

with exceptional 

facilities.  

Hearst is a 

community of 

local food 

innovators 

interested in 

collective efforts 

to reach new 

markets with 

local agricultural 

products. 

Hearst is a green 

community, where 

renewable energy is 

integrated into 

facilities and 

business mindsets. 

Forestry biomass is 

available.  
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Economic 

Driver 
Forestry Education Mining Tourism Agriculture Renewable Energy 

Desired 

future 

situation 

(2018) 

Forestry has 

continued to recover 

and employment is 

stable; initiatives to 

increase labour 

market participation 

and attract and 

retain the required 

workforce are 

contributing to the 

stability of the 

sector.  

Hearst’s post-secondary 

institutions have 

sustainable enrolment 

levels and have stronger 

links with the business 

community.  

The Université de Hearst 

has a recognized 

specialization (e.g. French 

translation) and students 

feel welcome in the 

community. 

Elementary/secondary 

students are exploring 

local careers including 

entrepreneurship. 

Existing 

businesses have 

diversified into 

mining services 

to complement 

core business. 

A mine has 

opened near 

Hearst and new 

mining oriented 

businesses have 

developed in the 

community. 

More tourists are 

enjoying Hearst’s 

retail, cultural and 

recreational assets, 

including festivals and 

events. 

Visiting friends and 

relatives are 

responding to 

promotions. 

Enhancements to 

restaurants and 

accommodations. 

More sport tourism 

events are hosted in 

Hearst.  

Food systems 

have been 

developed to 

extend the market 

for agricultural 

products beyond 

Hearst throughout 

the region, 

increasing the 

size of the 

agricultural 

community. 

Hearst is benefitting 

from an increase in 

businesses related 

to renewable 

energy based on 

the abundance of 

wood by-products in 

the community.   

Desired 

future 

situation 

(2023) 

Forestry businesses 

have continued 

diversifying into 

value-added wood 

products and there 

is a more diverse 

business base. 

Transportation and 

shipping facilities 

have been 

improved. 

Post-secondary students 

are staying in Hearst to 

work and/or to establish 

their own businesses.  

Hearst’s youth are 

engaged in the local 

community and are 

returning to work and/or 

start a business, and raise 

their families.  

Mining services 

has grown to 

become one of 

Hearst’s top five 

industry sectors. 

Hearst is 

experiencing an 

increase of leisure 

tourists due to 

increased hunting, 

fishing, and cottage 

products. 

More progress on all 

five year objectives. 

A processing 

and/or packaging 

initiative has been 

successful, 

creating demand 

from across the 

Cochrane District. 

Hearst has 

evaluated its energy 

needs and invested 

in a sustainable mix 

of renewable 

energies to lower 

energy costs and 

increase business 

efficiency. 
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The objective of this project was to take the sector findings and use them to formulate Investment Strategies and Action 

Plans (ISAPs). These plans provide Hearst EDC, Town of Hearst and partner agencies with direct actions to pursue an 

aggressive and sustainable growth agenda as well as measures to evaluate the town's ongoing performance. 

To help prepare action plans, a Steering Committee meeting was facilitated as a workshop.  The consulting team 

provided the Steering Committee with a list of possible initiatives for each sector and based on small group conversations 

feedback was provided on what appear to be the best ideas.  New ideas were also added at this point in time. 

Key themes emerging from the research and consultation process can be divided into two broad categories of actions. 

Taken together, they provide a strong framework for implementation of economic development initiatives. 

Building a Strong Foundation, focuses on the building blocks of economic development including labour market 

development, entrepreneurship, communications/marketing and infrastructure readiness. 

Driving Investment to Key Sectors, focuses on business retention, expansion and attraction efforts in the areas offering 

the greatest opportunity for growth: forestry, education, mining, tourism, agriculture and energy. 

 

FOUNDATIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF SECTOR DEVELOPMENT 

 

 

For Hearst, the most urgent area of recommended economic development activity, workforce development, involves more 

than one sector. Other economic development foundations, including entrepreneurship, marketing and communications, 

and infrastructure development, are addressed through sector based action plans.  
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Workforce development is the top priority for economic development in Hearst. Hearst’s success and its spirit are found in 

the people in the community, and these people have been migrating out of Hearst. The greatest loss of population is in 

the younger generation; these are Hearst’s future entrepreneurs, the workforce that will make the community prosperous, 

and the future leaders of Hearst’s businesses and institutions.  

The sector-based ISAPs consist of the following elements: 

 Investment attraction initiatives 

 Investment retention initiatives (local business development) 

 Human resources attraction and retention initiatives (labour market development) 

 Product development initiatives (investment readiness) 

 Marketing and promotion initiatives 

 Entrepreneurship initiatives 

 
The final part of the report lays out the recommended initiatives which are summarized in the following tables. 
 

THE BUDGETARY FUNDING FIGURES FOR THE INITIATIVES SET OUT IN THIS DOCUMENT ARE SOLELY FOR 
PLANNING PURPOSES AND ARE NOT INTENDED TO PLACE A COMMITMENT IN ANY WAY ON  THE TOWN OF 
HEARST OR ANY OF THE PARTNERS SUGGESTED HEREIN. 

 

SUMMARY OF ACTIONS WITH PRIORITIES, BUDGET AND POTENTIAL PARTNERSHIPS 

Workforce Development    

Initiative Priority & Timing Annual Budget 
Partnerships to 

Explore 

i. Work Regionally.    
Far Northeast Training 

Board 

- Labour Force Monitoring High – Short Term $7,000 
Far Northeast Training 

Board 

ii. Invest in local labour force attraction and retention   Staff Position  

- Lease with employers to identify hiring needs 
and understand current hiring challenges 

High – Short Term Staff Time  

- Establish a Communications Strategy High  - Short Term $10,000 / Staff Time  
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Workforce Development    

- Share information on best practices in 
recruitment and in human resources 
management 

High – Medium 
Term 

Staff Time  

- Invite speakers on human resource 
management trends and recruitment to speak at 
business events  

High – Short to 
Medium Term 

$5,000 / Staff Time 
Chamber of Commerce, 

CFDC 

- Work to attract former residents and their 
families back to Hearst  

High – Short Term $7,000  

- Offer community tours for people considering 
relocating to Hearst 

High – Short to 
Medium Term 

Staff Time  

- A Personal Welcome High – Short Term $10,000 / Staff Time  

- Family Pairing High –Medium Term Staff Time  

 

Forestry Sector 

Initiative Priority & Timing Annual Budget 
Partnerships to 

Explore 

1 A. Improve Transportation Infrastructure 
- Intermodal Transportation Facilities 
- Salt Water Port on James Bay 

Moderate – 
Ongoing 

$3,000 

Regional Municipalities, 
business and political 

leadership, Chamber of 
Commerce 

2. Business Development with the Innovo Centre 
- Biomaterials 
- Value-added Wood products 
- Improve Forestry Management and 

Manufacturing Processes 

High – Short to 
Long Term 

$10,000 / Staff Time 
Innovo Centre, 

Université de Hearst and 
Collège Boréal 

3. Government and Business Relationship Building 
- Continued business retention and expansion 

activities 
High - Ongoing Staff Time 

Regional Municipalities, 
business and political 

leadership, Chamber of 
Commerce 
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Education Sector    

Initiative Priority & Timing Annual Budget 
Partnerships to 

Explore 

4. Culture of Local Learning 
- Local Learning Strategy 

Moderate – Short to 
Medium Term 

$2,000 / Staff Time 
Université de Hearst and 

Collège Boréal 

5. Attracting Students from Outside the Region 
- Create a Specialty 
- Cooperative Education 
- Technology Transfer  
- Partnerships with Other Post-Secondary 

Institutions 
- Marketing 

High – Ongoing $10,000 / Staff Time 
Innovo Centre, 

Université de Hearst and 
Collège Boréal 

6. Entrepreneurship Development 
Moderate – Medium 

Term 
TBD 

CFDC, Université de 
Hearst and Collège 

Boréal 

 

Mining Sector    

Initiative Priority & Timing Annual Budget 
Partnerships to 

Explore 

1 B. Improve Transportation Infrastructure 
- Airport Development 

High – Short to 
Medium Term 

TBD / Staff Time Private Sector 

7. Building Local Business Capacity 
- Mining Sector Supply and Service 
- Graphite Value-Added Applications 

High – Short to 
Long Term 

$5,000 / Staff Time 
Local and Regional 
Mining Businesses 

8. Local Procurement and Local Hiring  
- Local Procurement Strategy 
- Relationship Building 

Moderate – Medium 
Term 

Staff Time  

9. Regional Mining Industry Web Portal High – Short Term $50,000 (one time) 
Funders (NOHFC, 

FedNor, CFDC) 
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Tourism Sector    

Initiative Priority & Timing Annual Budget 
Partnerships to 

Explore 

10. Sports Tourism Will be fully evaluated in upcoming study 

11. Product Upgrades 
- Upgrading Tourism Business  

Moderate – Short to 
Medium Term 

$4,000 Chamber of Commerce 

12.Research Surveys 
- Tourist Needs and Wants 
- Economic Impact of Festivals and Events 

Moderate – Medium 
Term 

$10,000 (One time) 
/ $2,000 (Ongoing) 

 

13. Expand Local Festivals and Events 
High – Short to 
medium Term 

$20,000 

Funders (Celebrate 
Ontario, Festivals and 

Events Marketing 
Partnership) 

14. Support Tourism Marketing Efforts 
- Supply Content  
- Local Internet Presence 
- Visiting Friends and Relatives 

High - Ongoing $7,000 / Staff Time RTO13, OTMPC 

 

Agriculture    

Initiative Priority & Timing Annual Budget 
Partnerships to 

Explore 

15. Regional Agricultural Council 
- Agricultural Land Inventory 

Moderate – Medium 
Term 

Staff Time NE Community Network 

16. Cooperative Abattoir 
High – Short to 
Medium Term 

Staff Time 
Co-op Federation of 

Ontario 

17. Increase Local Production 
- Diversify Crop Types 
- Market Local Food and Support Local 

Producers 

High - Ongoing $5,000 / Staff Time 
Innovo Centre, 

Université de Hearst and 
Collège Boréal 
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Energy Sector    

Initiative Priority & Timing Annual Budget 
Partnerships to 

Explore 

18. Transmission Infrastructure Low – Ongoing Staff Time 

Regional Municipalities, 
business and political 

leadership, Chamber of 
Commerce 

19. Bio-Fuel Feasibility Study 
Moderate – Medium 

Term 
$20,000 (One time) 

NCIR, Regional 
Municipalities 

20. District Heating – Re-evaluation Low – Medium Term $20,000 (One time) Funders 
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1 Economic Conditions in Hearst 
1.1 Local and Regional Economic Development Background 

The foundation of Hearst’s previous economic development strategic planning is Perspective 2020 InSight
1
. Hearst’s 

achievements in community sustainability, the integration of economic development into planning, and a regional 

approach to economic development, characterised by strong partnerships, are clearly articulated in this economic 

development strategy. More recently, Hearst EDC investigated the potential to develop eco-industrial activities through 

the Hearst Eco-Industrial Network Strategy, completed in 2011. Both reports are summarized as follows. 

In terms of business development, Perspective 2020 InSight focused Hearst’s energy on becoming a leader in value-

added forestry and on creating tourism attractions, as well as the sectors identified in strategy three below (Supporting 

target business sectors). Tourism opportunities identified in this strategy include cultural tourism and outdoor adventure 

products. 

The following four strategies and associated objectives were put forward in Perspective 2020 InSight.  

1. Focus council’s processes and assets: provide clear planning and zoning guidance, Beautification of the 

Highway 11 corridor,  Mandate Hearst Economic Development Corporation (EDC), Communicate the plan and create 

a pride campaign, Deploy council assets to support specific economic development assets 

2. Collaborating by forging partnerships at regional and provincial levels: develop a co-operative network 

among local governments in the region, Develop a distinctive regional branding and marketing platform, Establish 

accountability measures to evaluate success and performance of provincial and federal small business initiatives in 

Hearst area, Contribute to a coherent regional economic development strategy, Collaborate with other lead agencies 

delivering economic projects 

3. Supporting target business sectors: support primary forest industry, Foster development of value-added forest 

manufacturing industry, Support the development of tourism, Support mining exploration and assist existing projects, 

Support agriculture and silviculture entrepreneurs, Support the development of the health and elderly services 

industry, Support the development of the education sector and the expansion of trade apprenticeship programs, 

Encourage the growth and ambitions of the industrial support sector  

4. Develop social infrastructure and a high quality of life: provide leadership and vision, Actively facilitate the 

formation and expansions of not-for-profit enterprises, Provide appropriate community facilities, Develop a 

sustainable community, Make and manage key public places, Facilitate the growth and maintenance of the 

community sector 

                                                      
1
 Perspective 2020 InSight: An economic development strategy for the Corporation of the Town of Hearst, Ontario, 2003 
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The Official Plan
2
 designates Hearst as a Community Improvement Area with the goals of improving community 

infrastructure and beautification. The plan identifies heritage goals such as celebrating Hearst’s cultural heritage, heritage 

building preservation and adaptive re-use, and the identification of archeological sites. 

In addition to value-added forestry and tourism, the Official Plan mentions the following areas of economic opportunity, 

which echo the economic development strategic plan; mining exploration, agriculture, silviculture, education, health and 

elderly services, industrial support, retail and small service businesses. The primary goal of economic development 

activities has been jobs growth, although other goals include sustaining and increasing business investment and re-

investment as well as increases in tourism assets.
3
 

The Hearst EDC completed the Hearst Eco-Industrial Network Strategy in 2011.  The strategy recommends focusing on 

the following three opportunities; efficient trucking and logistics, waste reuse (by-product synergy) and renewable and 

local energy generation. Phase two of the Eco-Industrial Network Strategy identifies the following specific activities to be 

pursued by HEDC with respect to the forestry sector: 

 Pursue Hearst Biomass Cogeneration and District Energy and Expand the Network (alternative of a Town owned 

biomass-fueled hot water energy plant) 

 Natural Gas Substitution with Wood Pellets – Pilot Project 

 Expand Value-Added Wood Product Manufacturing (Cross-Laminated Timber, woodworking) 

 Non-timber Forestry Products (Food products, natural materials and manufacturing products, health and personal 

care, decorative and aesthetic products) 

 Identify Potential By-Product Synergies through “Industrial Speed Dating” Activities 

 Conduct Regular Waste Audits & Waste Reduction Plans 

The following activities are recommended with respect to agriculture: 

 Investigate Aquaponics 

 Pursue Commercial Composting 

 Expand Local Food / Value-Added Agricultural Processing 

 Pursue Wastewater Reuse for Agricultural Application 

 Encourage Restaurants to Increase % Local Food 

As part of the project, a feasibility report was completed on the possibility of a district energy system. 

                                                      

2 Official Plan of the Hearst Planning Area, 2007 

3 Ibid. 
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1.2 Business Patterns and Labour Force Profile Summary 

The business location analysis and the demographic and labour force profile indicate that the local economy in Hearst is 

gradually contracting, with a loss of both businesses and population of approximately 10% over the last five years. 

Although employment is expected to slowly increase to 2020, the labour force is aging and is anticipated to decline in size 

due to demographic change. 2011 data shows that most of the people who lived in Hearst also worked in Hearst, with 

only 30 people leaving town each day for a regular place of work. This indicates a strong preference to work close to 

home. On the other hand, over 500 people come from neighbouring communities to work in Hearst each day. This 

statistic is notable given regional reports indicating there is less migration into communities such as Hearst, particularly of 

visible minorities, which may indicate challenges in retaining new people in the community.  

Employment Trends 

As a result of the 2008-2009 global recession, the demand for wood based products softened resulting in a notable 

decline in Hearst’s forester sector and overall employment. Since that time, however, the forestry sector has rebounded 

and Hearst’s employment outlook, as shown in Figure 1, appears to be stabilizing while posting modest gains until 2020. 

It is not expected that employment will reach pre-recession levels in the foreseeable future.  

FIGURE 1: EMPLOYMENT IN HEARST FROM 2001 TO 2011, PROJECTED TO 2020 

 

Source: ESMI Analyst, 2012, Adapted by Millier Dickinson Blais Inc. 
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Demographic Profile 

Hearst’s population is aging and shrinking at a greater rate than the surrounding region, which reinforces the need to 

support workforce development as a surge of workers moves towards the average retirement age. Statistics Canada 

reports that Hearst had a population of 5,090 people as of the 2011 Census, which represents a decline of 9.4% since 

2006 (5,620 people). The population of Cochrane District, which includes Hearst as well as the surrounding  region, 

declined by only 1.7% during the same five year period. The loss in population seems to be spread fairly evenly 

throughout the district, balanced by moderate growth in Timmins.  

Figure 2 is a population pyramid, which illustrates the age distribution of Hearst’s population. The length of the red and 

blue bars indicates the number of people in a particular age category. The largest cohort, or age group, in Hearst’s 

population is between the ages of 45 and 65. The smallest cohorts are between the ages of 20 to 35 and 70+. 

FIGURE 2: HEARST POPULATION PYRAMID, 2011 

 

Source: 2011 Census Profile, Statistics Canada, Adapted by Millier Dickinson Blais Inc.  
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The median age in Hearst is 45.1 years, which is high compared with 42.5 

years of age in Cochrane District, and a median of 40.4 years of age in 

Ontario.
4
 The population and demographic trends show that there could be 

difficulty in meeting expected employment demand without attracting new 

people to the community. When demands for labour cannot be met, 

businesses may delay or cancel expansions and new businesses may not 

open, which may negatively affect employment and development. 

Migration and Commuting Patterns 

The population of Hearst is largely Francophone, with 88.1% of community 

members identifying French as their first official language. A 2009 study by 

the Ontario Trillium Foundation (OTF) found that the Francophone 

community in the Algoma, Cochrane, Manitoulin, and Sudbury (ACMS) 

region shares distinct characteristics. These include less ethnic diversity 

than other Francophone communities in the province and fewer 

Francophone migrations
5
. In its Local Labour Market Indicators report, the 

Far Northeast Training Board identifies that only 1.1% of residents are 

visible minorities.
6
 These two statistics are indicators of a tendency 

towards low migration levels into the region’s Francophone communities.  

The findings of the OTF report provides more detail on migration patterns, 

“In 2006, less than 1% of all ACMS Francophones identified as a member 

of a visible minority – far fewer than in Ontario overall where one out of ten 

Francophones is a visible minority. Very few Francophones who moved to 

ACMS between 2001 and 2006 came from areas outside the province.”   

Figure 4 describes the 2011 commuting patterns of Hearst community 

members. The figure indicates that more than 70% of people employed in 

Hearst in 2011 also resided in Hearst. The remaining 30% of labour is 

drawn from neighbouring communities of Cochrane, Kapuskasing, Mattice-

Val Côté, Constance Lake, and the unorganized district.  

                                                      

4 The median is not the average age, but the age where there are an equal number of people older and younger in the 

community. 

5 Profile of the Francophone Community in Algoma, Cochrane, Manitoulin, Sudbury, Ontario Trillium Foundation, 2010 

6 Local Labour Market Indicators, Far Northeast Training Board, 2010 

FIGURE 4: HEARST COMMUTING PATTERNS, 2011 

 

Source: Statistics Canada, 2011 National Household Survey.  Catalogue no. 99-012-
X2011032., Adapted by Millier Dickinson Blais Inc. 
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FIGURE 3: HEARST COMMUTING PATTERNS, 2006 

 

Source: Statistics Canada, 2006 Census. Catalogue no. 97-561-XCB2006011. Adapted by 
Millier Dickinson Blais Inc. 
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Overall these commuting patterns have changed significantly since 2006, particularly when the overall decrease in the 

labour force is taken into consideration, and it is still true that residents of Hearst tend to work in Hearst. However, the 

estimated number of non-residents that are now commuting into Hearst has increased by approximately 300 people, 

which is an interesting trend. Overall, the increase in commuters can be seen as positive, showing that local businesses 

are creating economic activity and employing people, even if these workers are being found in the surrounding region.   

However, it is also true that employers are likely having to look harder for the people they employ. 

 

1.2.1 Economic Importance of Industry Sectors in Hearst 

Two metrics are used to evaluate current sector activity in Hearst’s business community, the number of business 

locations with employees and the number of people each sector employs. The chart on the following page is sorted by 

row based on estimated employment in each sector.  

A location quotient with a value greater than 1.25 indicates a concentration of economic activity that is greater than the 

overarching region, and may indicate a competitive advantage. A location quotient of less than 0.75 suggests that Hearst 

or the Cochrane District is under represented in terms of business locations in that industry. A low location quotient may 

present an opportunity for a new entrant or indicate strong regional competition in that industry. More information on the 

information in this chart, including detailed tables, is included in Appendix I.  

The chart is meant to be read horizontally, to compare each sector based on both business location and occupational 

trends. A strong sector will have high employment and a higher LQ in the “Hearst” column than the “Cochrane District” 

column. The categories used to evaluate occupations and business locations are not an exact match, but the rows are 

lined up as much as possible.  

The occupational data is difficult to interpret due to the small numbers in individual occupations, and the fact that many 

occupations may relate to more than one sector. Specifically, many occupations related to construction may also be 

relevant to the forestry and mining sectors. Where there is not enough data to provide a reasonable average figure, n/a is 

indicated. This data will be updated with 2011 figures as soon as possible. 
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FIGURE 5: SUMMARY CHART OF INDUSTRY SECTORS, BUSINESS LOCATIONS AND OCCUPATIONAL DATA 

Occupational Data (2006-2011) 
 

Business Locations (2012) 

Sector 
Est. Hearst 

Employment
2011

7
 

LQ Hearst/ 
ON 

LQ Cochrane 
District/ON 

 

Industry 

Est. Hearst 
Business 
Locations 

2012  

LQ Hearst/ 
ON 

LQ 
Cochrane 

District/ON 

Agriculture 17-73 n/a
8
 0.38 

 

Agriculture, Forestry, 
Fishing and Hunting 

33 4.82 1.92 

Forestry 378 40.42 16.68 

 

 

Manufacturing 8 0.60 0.56 

Tourism  

(incl. services 
for locals) 

549 0.97 0.98 

 

Accommodation and Food 
Services 

9 2.56 2.44 

 

Retail Trade 44 1.39 1.35 

Education 189-197 1.38 1.12 
 

Educational Services 4 1.27 1.15 

Construction 229 2.47 1.75 
 

Construction 19 0.68 0.95 

Transportation 137 2.75 1.58 

 

Transportation and 
Warehousing 

34 2.79 1.31 

Renewable 
Energy 

n/a n/a n/a 

 

Utilities 
2 5.97 7.72 

Mining 4-36 0.00 29.26 

 

Mining, Quarrying, and Oil 
and Gas Extraction 

0 0.00 5.29 

Source: Statistics Canada, Adapted by Millier Dickinson Blais Inc. 

 

As was mentioned above, the chart rating only tells part of the story that needs to be considered in developing a case for 

economic development priorities. The following sector summaries take changes in these figures over time into 

consideration.  

The ranking in Figure 6 is based on the number of employees in each sector, and the existence of a comparative 

advantage in Hearst as compared to the Cochrane District, demonstrated by higher LQ. The ranking is intended to help 

the reader interpret the chart, but the ranking is not definitive, as there are other factors to consider in determining priority 

                                                      
7
 Where occupational data indicates <10 employees for a particular occupation, the possible range is provided.  

8
 The number of jobs in particular occupations in agriculture is too small to provide a comparable average  
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sectors, and the data sets are not always directly comparable. A more definitive prioritization, based on all considerations, 

is made later in the document. 

FIGURE 6: CURRENT CONTRIBUTION OF SECTOR TO THE LOCAL ECONOMY 

Relatively Strong Contribution Relatively Weak Contribution 

Sector Sector 

Forestry Agriculture 

Transportation Renewable Energy 

Education Mining 

Tourism Public Sector (outside education) 

Construction  

 

Sectors Currently Making a Relatively Strong Contribution to Hearst’s Economy 

The first list includes the sectors with the most significant positive impact on Hearst’s economy or the sectors that are 

currently growing.  

 Forestry: Hearst’s economy is closely tied to forestry related activities such as extraction, transportation, and 

manufacturing. Although employment in this sector has contracted in the last five years, the contraction is not as 

significant as much of the rest of the province. Hearst’s competitive advantage in this sector remains high as 

demonstrated by the local level of employment and the number of businesses. The forestry sector is represented in 

several industries because of the way the data is presented by Statistics Canada; therefore, the discussion on 

forestry includes not only the forestry industry, but also selected areas of the transportation, construction and 

manufacturing sectors. The strength of all of these sectors in Hearst is related in some way to forestry.  

 Transportation: The transportation sector has a large economic impact, with a great deal of employment and 

significant location quotients. A majority of this activity is concentrated in trucking and bus driving businesses, 

including operations associated with the forestry sector.  

 Education: The education sector in Hearst has strong employment and a higher concentration of employment than in 

the Cochrane District as a whole.  
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 Tourism: Hearst is a natural stopping point for travellers. The TransCanada Highway carries visitors and truckers into 

the community, providing revenue for accommodations and food services businesses. However, retail activity and 

food services have experienced a decline in employment over the past ten years. This sector is best represented by 

the accommodation and food services industry, and the arts, entertainment and recreation industry, even though 

these industries also serve residents. The Town is currently pursuing funding to complete a sports tourism 

strategy/feasibility study to better understand Hearst’s competitiveness in this market. 

 Construction: The construction sector is a significant contributor to Hearst’s economy due to the community’s 

isolation combined with the considerable amount of transportation and utilities infrastructure in the region. The size of 

the forestry and mining sectors in the region also present business opportunities for construction companies. There 

are differences in the way that occupations and business locations are measured which make it difficult to compare, 

however the level of employment in the sector demonstrates its importance. 

 

Sectors Currently Making a Relatively Small Contribution to Hearst’s Economy 

The following sectors have a relatively small impact on Hearst’s economy in terms of business locations and employment, 

or are currently experiencing contraction.  

 Agriculture: The number of agricultural business locations and jobs is small. One significant statistic is that the 

percentage of occupations related to butchers, meat cutters and fishmongers in Hearst is comparable to the 

provincial percentage. Other occupations in agriculture have so few jobs in Hearst that they cannot be counted 

accurately and can be considered near zero.  

 

 Renewable Energy: Hearst has a strong energy sector as measured by a high concentration of business locations 

relative to Ontario. The energy sector is best described by the utilities business location data, and not clearly 

demonstrated in occupational data. 

 

 Mining: Despite the excitement and economic expectations surrounding the current and impending mining 

developments in the Ring of Fire and northern Ontario’s  strong history of mining communities, Hearst presently has 

limited linkages to the mining industry as measured by employment or related businesses. Zenyatta is currently 

developing a high quality graphite project near Hearst that has a near-term time frame.  Cochrane District has a very 

high concentration of mining business locations as compared to the province of Ontario. If businesses that primarily 

support the forestry sector occasionally service the mining industry, this may not be reflected in the data. 
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2 Competitive Position 
2.1 Stakeholder and Investor Engagement  

Data provides a starting point to understand what is happening in the local economy, but the most current information is 

gained by talking with local people and sector experts about what is happening on the ground. This local intelligence 

grounds the data, provides a full picture of sector potential, and guides the future action plan. 

To date, the stakeholder engagement process has involved a targeted community survey with 16 participants, two focus 

groups involving a total of 20 people, and individual interviews of 23 people, including both Hearst residents and experts 

in the sectors being evaluated. Further interviews are planned as the prioritization of key sectors and action planning 

move forward. 

The insights gathered from consultation activities are represented here in two ways:  

 The Consultation Themes (Section 2.1.1) summarize the comments that are not related to particular sectors and will 

be used to inform the approach, vision and actions of the Economic Development Strategy.  

 The SWOT Analysis (Section 2.1.2) is sorted by industry sector and incorporates data, research, and the local 

intelligence gained through consultation activities. 

 

2.1.1 Consultation Themes 

1. Labour Force Attraction and Retention 

 Labour force gaps should be considered urgent and are reported to be limiting local economic development; this 

concern is expected to become more serious over time as national competition increases. 

 There are specific areas of shortage, for example, people feel that a great deal of skilled labour was lost following 

the recession and health care workers (specialists, registered nurses and nurse practitioners) are particularly 

challenging to recruit and retain. 

 Industry and other employers need to be forecasting future needs and sharing these needs with the public to help 

people train to meet these needs; it was noted that employment opportunities are not always available online. 

 New community members experience challenges adapting to life in Hearst, and there are widespread concerns 

that Hearst is not welcoming enough, particularly to those who are not bi-lingual or visible minorities.  A 

welcoming committee has been established to work on this issue. 
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 The hospital has had some success in attracting and retaining staff by creating a program to introduce people to 

the community and meet new people through a scavenger hunt. Those interviewed emphasized the need to know 

people and become familiar with businesses and social events in order to participate and feel more welcome. 

 

2. An Aging Community 

 The aging population needs supportive or specialized housing which may be in short supply in the future. 

 There is concern that the level of health services will not meet the needs of aging residents and allow them to 

remain in Hearst. 

 While one of Hearst’s greatest strengths are the entrepreneurs who have built great local businesses, many worry 

that a ‘follow-up’ generation does not exist to the same degree. 

 The length and severity of winter has been cited as a major problem for seniors. 

  

3. Youth Engagement 

 Youth outmigration is an issue that community members are concerned with, and many are interested in bringing 

youth back to the community. 

 Youth are not interested or perhaps not exposed to the potential of local career paths, such as forestry, health 

care, financial services, skilled trades, or entrepreneurship. 

 Parents tend to follow their children as they age, and the outmigration of youth can lead to the loss of extended 

families from Hearst. 

 Concerns were raised that youth involvement needs to improve in the community, to help them make positive 

choices and ensure that the contributions of youth to the community are fully realized. 

 

4. Entrepreneurship 

 There is a strong tradition of local ownership and of passing businesses to family members. 

 Many businesses are successful at expanding outside of the community to reach larger markets. 

 Downtown Hearst currently has relatively few vacancies.  
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 Students and youth are not exposed often enough to the possibility of becoming an entrepreneur. 

 

5. Francophone Culture 

 The predominance of French language in Hearst is a differentiator amongst other communities in Ontario as well 

as across Canada. 

 The Francophone culture supports a strong ethic of family, hard work, independence, confidence, loyalty, and 

community building, among other values. 

 Community members report that due to the strong culture, former residents are often interested in returning to 

Hearst, and business owners are more often able to successfully transition their business to their children. 

 Some respondents also identified the strength of Francophone culture as a limitation, contributing to challenges 

such as labour force attraction. It was suggested that embracing a culture of bilingualism as a bridge that 

understands both Anglophone and Francophone cultures, may be a healthy future vision. 

 

6. Communications  

 Hearst is less “connected” to the internet, and less active online than other communities, and the quality and 

scope of internet access is described as less than ideal to attract professionals and help local businesses 

compete. 

 Online shopping is reported to be high, which is a challenge for local retailers.  

 There are concerns that community members don’t know enough about what is going on with economic 

development and other municipal initiatives, leading to a lack of buy-in and uptake on the potential of these 

initiatives. 

 Community members expressed concerns that more support could be offered for community initiatives and 

suggested any decisions impacting the business or non-profit community are well communicated to key 

stakeholders promptly. 

 Concerns have been expressed that Hearst seems more interested in local concerns and less interested in 

regional collaboration, which can limit its scope of achievement. 
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7. Commitment to Community Economic Development 

 Hearst’s Economic Development program is longstanding, stable and continues to be successful securing grant 

funding, which allows the community to realistically target long term goals. 

 Hearst has exceptional community leadership, recognized throughout the region and beyond for their 

determination and success in achieving community economic development projects. 

 Hearst has a history of successful social enterprises/endeavours, such as La Maison Verte and the Agriva 

farmer’s market, Hearst Forest Sustainable License managed by Hearst Forest Management (private sector), for 

example. Innovations in social services include efforts to bring public organizations together to increase 

sustainability, such as the sharing of facilities between Université de Hearst and College Boréal 

 Political leadership recognized as supportive of industry and responsive to community needs. 

 

8. Quality of Life 

 Hearst exhibits the following strengths: 

o Lots of green space, forests and lakes 

o Positive work life balance with many recreational facilities (i.e. arena, swimming, curling, trails) 

o No traffic/commute 

o Safe community for children 

o Volunteerism and leadership is prevalent within the community, people work together to get things done 

in a determined, confident, and focused manner 

o Supportive of the arts 
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2.1.2 SWOT Analysis 

FIGURE 7: STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES, OPPORTUNITIES AND THREATS BY SECTOR 

Sector Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 

Forestry 

 Industrial land 

 Unions and industry 

have a reputation of 

working together 

 Local policy for wood 

building construction 

 Local entrepreneurs 

leading diversification 

into value-added wood 

products 

 Hearst Forestry 

Management Inc., a 

cooperative SSL, eases 

access to fibre source 

 Existing Forest 

Stewardship Council 

(FSC) certification 

 FedNor and MNDM 

(NOHFC) funding to 

support business 

development, although 

focused on innovation  

 

 Ability to attract labour force 

(including youth and skilled 

trades, in particular), for jobs that 

require long hours and potentially 

limited period of employment 

 Large capital investment to start-

up or expand 

 Access to cost effective 

transportation for diverse 

markets, specifically the cost to 

reach international ports in 

Toronto and Montreal 

 Lack of contractors, cutters, and 

haulers to get wood form the 

bush to manufacturers; may be 

due to low pricing of contracts 

 Need more entrepreneurs to take 

advantage of opportunities 

 Some businesses need to import 

specialty wood due to lack of 

local availability 

 Local materials handling and 

logistics, particularly international 

shipments; lack of a trans-loading 

facility 

 Forestry industry in general tends 

to be slow-moving with respect to 

innovation 

 Forestry sector is 

recovering, and although it 

is slow, demand 

fundamentals are expected 

to be strong 

 Large companies working to 

exit forest management 

 Proposed salt water port on 

James Bay 

 More value-added forestry 

businesses, ideally 

underutilized species and/or 

niche products 

 Cross Laminated Timber 

(CLT), and the possibility of 

changes to the National 

Building Code of Canada 

that may be favourable to 

the increase the use of 

these materials in 

construction 

 Constance Lake First 

Nation is currently 

undertaking projects 

 Heritage piles are an 

unused raw material 

 Ontario’s wood allocation system 

perceived as unpredictable by 

investors and limit access to 

wood fibre  

 Traditional forestry companies 

are slow to innovate and tend to 

focus on core business 

 Communities with fibre supply 

that are much closer to markets 

 Distance from the U.S. market 

 Ontario stumpage regulations not 

competitive with other provinces 

 Low yield per hectare due to 

swampy areas 

 Cyclical nature of the forestry 

industry 

 Uncertainty of markets for new 

and emerging products such as 

pellets and biomass 

 Potential for national events to 

increase railway costs 

 Softwood lumber agreement 

 Perception of wood as not 

environmentally friendly 
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Sector Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 

Education 

 University and college campus 

located in the community 

 Schools have excellent recreational 

facilities and residence 

 Some cooperative education 

programs 

 National Survey of Student 

Engagement ranks student 

appreciation at Université de Hearst 

highly and 80% of its graduates are 

working locally 

 College Boréal consistently rates the 

Hearst campus programs highly for 

student satisfaction and has high 

graduate employment rates 

 Université de Hearst innovating by 

increasing recruitment, including 

international students, the institution 

of block programming, and 

workplace learning 

 Collège Boréal is innovating by 

rotating programs to not saturate the 

job market, specialising in health 

and business to respond to high job 

demands, and has invested in 

technical and physical resources to 

maintain high level of education. 

 Educational 

institutions could be 

doing more to 

connect with the 

business community 

 Post-secondary 

institutions have 

difficulty attracting 

students to increase 

enrolment  

 Distance to 

suppliers results in 

increased cost of 

equipment and 

supplies 

 Program development related 

to target sectors 

 French/English translation 

programs 

 Immersion programs for 

students who want to 

experience Canada and/or 

Francophone culture  

 Growth in education has 

many associated benefits 

including an impact 

employment and bringing 

youth and newcomers into the 

community 

 Research capacity of local 

businesses could be 

augmented through 

partnerships with educational 

institutions 

 Collège Boréal has partnered 

with several public health 

institutions or non-profit 

organisation in order to offer 

specialised training and 

projects in the community to 

bridge employment gaps 

 Trades program and nursing 

and health care programs 

 High level of 

competition for 

teaching talent 

 Establishing a 

welcoming 

community that 

students will feel a 

part of, particularly 

international 

students 

 Massive online 

courses and other 

technology 

changing the way 

education is 

delivered and it’s 

price 

 Low population 

makes it difficult to 

fill courses, which is 

a particularly strong 

barrier for trades 

training; the cost of 

equipment for these 

courses is high 
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Sector Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 

Mining 

 Available industrial land 

 A few businesses are 

diversifying into mining 

and can lead the way, 

including Hearst Air 

Services and local 

welders who are 

servicing Detour Gold, 

Cochrane  

 Ability to attract labour 

force, particularly skilled 

trades 

 Regional mining service 

sector 

 Potential future mineral 

extraction surrounding 

Hearst 

 Training initiatives 

 Unpredictability of commodity 

prices ensures cyclicality of 

industry 

 Unpredictability of approvals 

process makes it difficult to 

plan for growth/ training 

 Working in a remote mine site 

near Hearst is expected to 

require a labour force that 

would be travelling away from 

home for work, which is a 

challenge for recruitment and 

therefore project feasibility 

Tourism 

 Strong construction 

sector and industry 

supporting business 

travel 

 Authenticity and 

uniqueness of the 

community 

 Active retail sector, 

restaurants and 

accommodations  

 Community festivals 

and events 

 Algoma Central 

Railway tourism train 

between Hearst and 

Sault Ste. Marie 

 Inexperienced tourists 

don’t know how to access 

tourism assets like the 

wilderness 

 Hearst is not strongly 

differentiated from other 

communities in northern 

Ontario in its marketing 

 Concerns that tourists are 

not welcomed in the 

community 

 Businesses tend not to 

have a strong online 

presence 

 Commitment to positive 

customer service 

 Highway 11 traffic 

 Fishing and hunting, 

consumptive tourism 

 Existing arts and culture 

attractions 

 Sports tourism  

 Passenger rail creates a 

unique experience for 

visitors 

 French speaking markets 

  

 A significant distance to reach 

major population centres, 

reduces accessibility; 

primarily access is by road 

 Competition with Highway 17 

communities for tourists who 

are touring Lake Superior or 

crossing Canada   

 Highway is pitted from truck 

traffic and highway signage is 

lacking 

 Northern Ontario tends not to 

be good at self-promotion and 

is quiet about the assets of 

the region 
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Sector Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 

Agriculture 

 Existing community of 

producers and food hub 

project 

 Interest in expanding 

beyond local market 

through processing 

 NEDC program 

promoting this sector 

regionally 

 Sector is relatively newly 

established and needs to 

establish buy-in 

 Produce is being wasted 

due to good production and 

lack of market 

 No distribution centre for 

local producers 

 Short growing season 

 Access to agricultural land 

limited due to Crown Land 

processes, lot 

fragmentation and prior 

logging rights 

 

 Good agricultural soil 

 Rising food prices 

 Food processing and/or 

packaging to extend 

market reach of local 

producers (including meat) 

 Meat production is an area 

of opportunity based on the 

current concentration of 

employment  

 Increasing market for local 

food throughout Cochrane 

District 

 Very small consumer market 

within 100 miles Low global 

prices for commodities 

 The definition of Local Food 

includes all of Ontario, which 

creates competition for  

Hearst 

 Local processing involves 

every step of the business, 

from production to marketing 

and distribution, which can be 

a challenge for businesses 

 Due to the distance between 

producers, it is not easy to 

share expensive agricultural 

equipment or loan while being 

repaired 

 Lack of provincially or 

federally-approved abattoir 

close to the community 
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Sector Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 

Renewable 

Energy  

 Available industrial land 

 Available wood 

manufacturing by-

products 

 Past municipal 

leadership in renewable 

energy projects 

 Community understanding 

and interest could be 

stronger   

 More understanding is 

needed on the potential 

cost savings for 

businesses and the 

potential cost benefit ratio 

of a suite of renewable 

energy generation options 

to reduce grid demand 

 Access to biomass, all 

harvesting rights on the 

Hearst Forest have been 

allocated, and although 

underutilized species or 

parts of trees may be 

available, stable supply 

may be complicated to 

secure 

 Need for research and 

development to determine 

impact of biomass 

harvesting on the forest 

ecosystem 

 Transportation costs 

 District energy system 

linking 3-4 large buildings 

in a block 

 Feed-In Tariff Program 

creates opportunities to 

lower the municipal 

investment required for 

qualifying renewable 

energy technologies  

 Collaborative models are 

successful, based on inter-

firm, cooperative 

ownership or public private 

sector partnerships 

 Biofuel production is 

expected to require 

disbursed facilities for 

initial processing in places 

like Hearst as well as a 

centralized secondary 

processing site 

 Local view of district energy is 

that the cost is prohibitive  

 No transmission line capacity 

for energy generation projects 

 No local research and 

development 

 Agricultural biomass, solar, 

and wind have a higher profile 

than forestry biomass with 

policymakers 

 Bio-fuel technology is 

developing more slowly than 

expected; facilities are 

currently concentrated in 

places with chemical 

industrial base 

 Setting up a network of bio-

fuel producers is challenging 

to coordinate 

 Properties and ownership of 

heritage piles often uncertain 

 Legislative environment is 

uncertain due to ongoing 

changes to the Ontario Forest 

Tenure Modernization Act 
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2.2 Competitive Benchmarking  
Based on industry analysis, community consultation, previous site selection experience and secondary research, the 

following two figures identify information that is of high importance to potential investors in value-added wood products 

and tourism. These tables also benchmark Hearst against potential regional and national competitors. A summary of the 

findings along with a brief description and rationale of the comparator communities precedes each figure.  

 

2.2.1 Value-added Wood Products 

Summary of findings 

This summary emphasizes those comparative metrics in which Hearst has a notable advantage or disadvantage.  

 Labour Force Characteristics: Hearst has an above average participation rate, but has a relatively high rate of 

unemployment.  The median hourly wage rate for labourers in wood, pulp and paper processing, which is based on 

regional statistics, indicates that wages in Hearst and other northern Ontario communities to be well below the wages 

in Windsor (Québec) and Bathurst (New Brunswick).  

 Transportation, Distribution and Utilities: Hearst is the furthest removed from large urban centres. Despite its 

relative proximity to market, Hearst is home to considerably more specialized and general freight trucking enterprises 

than the other communities. Hearst is also the only community to be serviced by a multimodal rail facility.  

 Average MLS Listing Price: The average listing price for 3-4 bedroom, 2 bathroom units in Hearst is $175,000. With 

that said, the homes in Hearst were split between those in the $290,000 range and those in the $70,000 range. 

Therefore, properties in Hearst should be considered reflective of higher end, newer builds or older traditional homes 

with minimal supply of homes in the middle of the market.  

 Education and Training: The size and scale of Hearst’s university and college is unmatched by those found in the 

comparator communities.  

 Electricity Costs: As of May 2013, the Hearst Power Distribution Company secured discounted rates from the 

Ontario Energy Board. With this agreement, local wholesale consumers of electricity are afforded considerably lower 

rates than found in other comparable communities.   

 

Description of the comparator communities 

 Kapuskasing shares several geographic characteristics with Hearst. It has immediate access to timber resources, 

the Trans Canada Highway and has notable industry concentrations in wood product manufacturing. Kapuskasing is 

also home to a strong logistics sector.  
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 Iroquois Falls is another regional competitor with traditional strengths in the forestry sector with an active paper mill. 

While somewhat removed from the Trans Canada Highway, it is closer to end user consumer markets than Hearst.  

 Windsor, QC has several forestry occupational and industry categories that are comparable to Hearst. Windsor is 

somewhat removed from major populations centres, but is well serviced by transportation networks. Windsor’s 

population and labour force are also similar to Hearst.   

 Bathurst, NB is the largest comparator and is also distinct from the Hearst as its industrial base has limited exposure 

to resource extraction. Instead, Bathurst is known for its manufacturing and distribution of wood based products.  

FIGURE 8: VALUE-ADDED WOOD PRODUCTS COMMUNITY BENCHMARKING BY PRIMARY SITESELCTION CRITERIA 

Metric Hearst Kapuskasing Iroquois Falls Windsor, QC Bathurst, NB 

Population (2011)
9
 5,010 8,065 4,595 5,367 12,275 

Size of Total Labour force
10

 4,200 6,890 3,895 4,300 10,330 

Unemployment Rate
11

 9.2 5.4 8.6 5.3 9.5 

Participation Rate
12

 63.2 57.3 52.5 59 53.8 

Average MLS listing price of 3-4 bedroom 
home with two bathrooms (2013) 

$175,000
13

 $133,617 $152,822 $152,964 $145,385 

Median hourly wage for unskilled labour - 
Labourers in wood/pulp/paper processing

14
 

$12.50 $12.50 $12.50 $19.19 $16.00 

                                                      

9 Statistics Canada. 2011. Census of the population, Community Profiles. 

10 Statistics Canada. 2011. National Household Survey.  Community Profiles. 

11 Ibid. 

12 Ibid. 

13 Hearst MLS listings only provided for a sample of 6 homes, while the other communities had samples of over 10. The homes in Hearst we split between those in the $290,000 range 

and those in the $70,000 range. Therefore it should be noted that properties in Hearst should be considered reflective of higher end, newer builds or older traditional homes with few 

homes available in the middle.  

14 EMSI. 2013. Survey of Employment, Payrolls and Hours (SEPH; It should be noted that this dataset is regional in nature. It groups large areas of Northern Ontario together, which 

explains the consistency between Hearst, Kapuskasing, and Iroquois Falls. This dataset is also a sample of all employers including those with unions and without. It is possible that Hearst 

has higher wages as a product of local union agreements, but the Survey of Employment, Payrolls and Hours can be skewed by other community’s wage levels. Timmins, for example 

might have lower wage levels that serve to decrease the median hourly wage.  
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Metric Hearst Kapuskasing Iroquois Falls Windsor, QC Bathurst, NB 

Median Hourly Wage for skilled labour - 
Sawmill machine operators

15
 

$17.00 $17.00 $17.00 $18.00 NA 

Distance to urban centre with over 100,000 
people (km)

16
 

554 (Sudbury) 
521 (ThBay) 

458 (Sudbury) 
617 (ThBay) 

397 (Sudbury) 
784 (ThBay) 

23 (Sherbrooke, 
QC) 

349 (Saint John, NB) 
462 (Halifax) 

Distance to urban centre with over 500,000 
people (km)

17
 

943 (Ottawa) 
929 (Toronto) 

846 (Ottawa) 
833 (Toronto) 

686 (Ottawa) 
673 (Toronto) 

164 (Montreal) 
186 (Québec City) 

618 (Québec City) 
841 (Montreal) 

Direct local access to multimodal rail facility
18

 yes no no no no 

Directly serviced by rail network (Yes/No)
19

 yes yes yes yes yes 

Volume of local supply of timber
20

 

1 million hectares 
productive forest 
in Hearst Forest 

Management 
Area 

1.7 million 
hectares 

productive forest 
(Gordon Cosens) 

3.5 million 
hectares 

productive forest 
(Abitibi River) 

NA NA 

Distance to major highways
21

 Immediate Immediate 10 km Immediate Immediate 

Total number of specialized and general freight 
trucking enterprises (2012)

22
 

53 24 3 7 9 

Electricity - average prices for large power 
customers (in ¢/kWh; 2011)

23
 

0.44
24

 9.94 9.94 4.78 7.19 

                                                      

15 EMSI. 2013. Survey of Employment, Payrolls and Hours (SEPH):  

16 Google Maps. 2013. Driving directions. 

17 Google Maps. 2013. Driving directions. 

18 CN Rail network Map. 2013. cnebusiness.geomap          ; Google Maps. 2013.Traffic and Satellite maps.  

19 CN Rail network Map. 2013. cnebusiness.geomap          ; Google Maps. 2013.Traffic and Satellite maps. 

20 Ontario Ministry of Northern Development and Mines. 2013. Ontario Forest Industry At a Glance; Hearst Forest Management Inc. 2013. www.hearstforest.com/; Abitibi River Forest 

Management Inc.2013. http://abiriv.com; Gordon Cosens Forest. 2013. http://www.web.net/nwatch/fmp/units/gordoncosens.htm; Timiskaming Forest Alliance Inc.2013. http://timfor.com/.  

21 Google Maps. 2013. Driving directions. 

22 Statistics Canada. 2012 Business Patterns by Business Location Count. 

23 Hydro Quebec. 2011. Comparison of Electricity  Prices in Major North American Cities; Ontario Hydro. 2013. Personal communication. 

24 Ontario Energy Board. 2013. Hearst Wholesale Electricity Rate effective May, 2013 and applicable for qualifying companies. 
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Metric Hearst Kapuskasing Iroquois Falls Windsor, QC Bathurst, NB 

Development Charges for Industrial Land 
$0.29/sqft or 
$0.40/sqft * 

NA  
$25/1,000 sqft + 
$2/100 sqft after 

NA  NA  

Serviced industrial lands availability Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

Local college or university presence Yes 
Yes (satellite of 
Collège Boréal) 

No No Yes 

‘* Hearst does not have development charges, the figures are for development permits 

 

2.2.2 Tourism Investment  

Summary of findings 

Positioned on Highway 11, and approximately 588 km away from the nearest community with over 50,000 people, Hearst 

is comparatively average or below average with respect to the comparator communities, identified below. In terms of 

annual average daily traffic volume, Hearst is below average with 3,400 vehicles passing through each day. Hearst is also 

comparatively underserviced in terms of traveler accommodations with a relatively limited number of rooms (195). At 

17°C Hearst has a similar average daily high, in the warmest months, relative to the comparator communities; while 

Hearst is also generally further from large urban centres.       

The following comparator communities were chosen for their comparable proximity to population centres and their similar 

value proposition with respect to tourist attractors. One differentiator between the communities is the proximity of 

Marathon and Nipigon to Lake Superior. 

 Timmins 

 Kapuskasing 

 Marathon 

 Nipigon 
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FIGURE 9: TOURSIM INVESTMENT COMMUNITY BENCHMARKING BY PRIMARY SITE SELCTION CRITERIA 

Metric Hearst Kapuskasing Timmins Marathon Nipigon 

Population (2011)
25

 5,090 8,065 42,440 3,333 1,631 

Size of total Labour force (2011)
26

 4,200 6,890 35,040 NA NA 

Traffic Counts -  Annual Average 
Daily Traffic Volume (2009)

27
 

3,400; Hwy 11; 
Mattawishkwia 
River to Hearst  

3,750; Hwy 11;  581 
Moonbeam Rd. to 

Kapuskasing E 

4150; Hwy 101; 
Municipal Rd. (N) to 

Peninsula Rd. (S) 

1,700; Hwy 17; 
Peninsula Rd. to 

Coldwell Rd. 

5,300; Hwy 11; 
Nipigon Rd. to 

Highway 585 

Number of traveler accommodation 
businesses

28
 

6 9 19 5
29

 10 

Number of rooms available
30

 195 290 1,094
31

 100
32

 148 

Average daily high of (°C) in the 
warm season

33
 

17 16 17 14 18 

Distance to urban centre with 
50,000-100,000 people (km)

34
 

588 (North Bay) 492 (North Bay) 362 (North Bay) 841 (North Bay) 988 (North Bay) 

Distance to urban centre with over 
100,000 people (km)

35
 

554 (Sudbury) 
521 (Thunder Bay) 

458 (Sudbury) 
617 (Thunder Bay) 

293 (Sudbury) 
781 (Thunder Bay) 

714 (Sudbury) 
305 (Thunder Bay) 

890 (Sudbury) 
120 (Thunder Bay) 

Distance to urban centre with over 
500,000 people (km)

36
 

943 (Ottawa) 
929 (Toronto) 

846 (Ottawa) 
833 (Toronto) 

705 (Toronto) 
943 (Ottawa) 

1,092 (Toronto) 
983 (Winnipeg) 

797 (Winnipeg) 
1,268 (Toronto) 

                                                      

25 Statistics Canada. 2011. Census of the population, Community Profiles. 

26 Statistics Canada. 2011. National Household Survey. Community Profiles; Statistics for Marathon and Nipigon have been suppressed by Statistics Canada because of poor data quality 

or to ensure anonymity of respondents.   

27 Ontario Ministry of Transportation. 2009. Traffic Volumes Look-up; http://www.raqsb.mto.gov.on.ca/techpubs/TrafficVolumes.nsf/tvweb.  

28 Statistics Canada. 2012 Business Patterns by Business Location Count.  

29 Personal Communication with a community representative indicated that purchase of accommodations by mining operations have reduced the number of transient traveler facilities from 

eight to five in the last year. Three hotels have been purchased by mining companies to house workers.  

30 Personal Communication with community representative. 2013.  

31 Personal Communication with Community Representative. 2013;Timmins’ Number of Rooms does not include any Bed & Breakfasts. 

32 Personal Communication with Community Representative. 2013. 

33 WeatherSpark.com. 2013. Average Weather. https://weatherspark.com/averages/   

34 Google Maps. 2013. Driving directions. 

35 Google Maps. 2013. Driving directions. 

36 Google Maps. 2013. Driving directions. 
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2.3 Local Competitive Advantages and Disadvantages  

Competitive advantages and competitive disadvantages are areas where Hearst has an advantage or a disadvantage in 

comparison to other communities or regions with whom Hearst is competing for labour, investment and employment 

opportunities.   

 

Key competitive strengths of Hearst – Things to capitalize upon 

 The combination of college and university campuses, including a residence and facilities for full time study. 

 The number of Francophones in Hearst. 

 Hearst’s entrepreneurial spirit is mentioned continually. 

 Hearst has a lower energy price than competing jurisdictions. 

 Transportation – The number of businesses in the sector is high and the intermodal services available in Hearst, 

although basic, are greater than many of its competitors. 

 Hearst is expected to experience stable demand for employment, which is due to the resiliency of its forestry industry. 

 There is real future potential for mining activity around Hearst. 

 Hearst has a longstanding and successful tradition of community economic development. 

 

Key disadvantages that Hearst faces – Things to avoid or improve 

 Significant population decline which has corresponded to a challenge for employers to find suitable labour force. 

 Hearst is farther from an urban centre and from major markets than many of its competitors.  

 The lack of significant migration of people into Hearst and lack of support systems to ensure their experience is 

positive and desire to remain in Hearst is high. 

 Hearst’s business community is reported to have a low online presence and some challenges in the quality of internet 

access in some areas. 

 The cost of housing is higher in Hearst.  
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3 Future Direction – Evaluation of Economic 

Development Opportunities 
At the outset of the economic development strategic planning process, community leaders identified the following sectors 

as important to Hearst’s economy: agriculture, forestry, mining, and tourism. In addition, material has been prepared on 

the education and energy sectors, because of the findings of the business location analysis and early consultations.  

The following section provides the following for each sector individually: 

 A summary of current international, national and regional trends 

 A description of past local and regional activities in the sector 

After the discussion on sector performance, value propositions for each sector are outlined along with recommendations 

related to the highest priority sectors are identified as a conclusion. 

 

3.1 Sector Performance and Local/Regional Initiatives  

3.1.1 Forestry  

 The sustainability of the forestry sector can be an advantage in an environmentally conscious world. In the developing 

world in particular, forest management failures such as deforestation and forest degradation are under international 

scrutiny due to the important role that the world’s forests play in climate regulation.
37

 The rise of forest certifications, 

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) and The UN REDD+ program (REDD+ stands for Reducing 

Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation; the ‘plus’ denotes the conservation of forests, enhancement of 

forest carbon stocks and sustainable management of forests) are all initiatives that stem from a willingness on the 

part of consumers to pay a premium for increased environmental responsibility and sustainability.
38

 

 The industry has become more competitive over the last 10 years due to globalization. The most recent FAO report 

on the state of the world’s forests associates increasingly integrated and competitive international markets, excess 

production capacity, and competition for resources with the slow recovery since the recession.
39

 

                                                      
37

 State of the World’s Forests, FAO, 2012 
38

 UN-REDD Policy Brief: REDD+ and a Green Economy: Opportunities for a mutually supportive relationship 
39

 State of the World’s Forests, FAO, 2012 
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 Canada is the world’s largest exporter of forestry products, according to Natural Resources Canada, however, in 2011 

more than 65% of Canada’s wood exports were sold in the United States, which has led to a series of recent 

challenges.
40

 The recession of 2008-2009 and its prolonged negative impact on the United States’ housing market 

have affected Canada because of this strong trading relationship. 192 Canadian communities are dependent on the 

forestry sector and forestry dependent communities in Canada have collectively lost 86,900 jobs since 2006. The 

forestry sector directly employed 233,800 people in Canada in 2011.
41

 As prospects for forestry begin to improve, 

many of those who were out of work are no longer available to return to forestry, leaving the sector with strong 

competition from mining and energy for skilled workers and a critical question of how to replace workers who are 

close to retirement, let alone hire to expand.
42

 

 New manufacturing techniques such as Cross Laminated Timber, a tested method for wood construction in multi-story 

buildings, are being researched and developed by the private sector, and supported by government.
43

 The goal of 

these initiatives is to add greater value to Canadian wood products, increase the profitability of forestry 

manufacturing, and diversify Canada’s export markets.
44

 

 Existing organizations: The major forestry manufacturers in Hearst include Columbia Forest Products, Tembec and 

Lecours Lumber. Logging contractors, silviculture companies, and forestry specific trucking companies also have a 

strong presence. In addition, Hearst Forest Management is a local forest management company and the Hearst Local 

Citizen’s Committee is one of several non-profit organizations in the sector. 

 

3.1.2 Education 

 An immense change is coming for post-secondary education, argues the Institute for Public Policy Research.  In its 

recent report entitled An Avalanche is Coming, A few of the key ways to stay relevant are to deliver education in a 

more personal way through on site learning, and to partner more closely with local businesses and communities to 

deliver value that matters to the local economy.
45

 Offering specialty programs is another tactic mentioned in the 

report, which could be relevant in Hearst because of the degree of bilingualism in the community, leading to potential 

opportunities for French Canadian immersion experiences and translation programming. 

 Advances in technology, including new possibilities for distance learning and the introduction of massive open online 

courses (MOOCs) by some of the world’s most recognized universities, have the potential to radically increase the 

accessibility of education, and change how future students learn and earn diplomas and degrees. The movement 

                                                      
40

 Forestry by the numbers, Forestry Products Association of Canada, 2012 [Online June 20, 2013: http://www.fpac.ca/index.php/en/industry-by-the-numbers] 
41

 Forestry by the numbers, Forestry Products Association of Canada, 2012 [Online June 20, 2013: http://www.fpac.ca/index.php/en/industry-by-the-numbers] 
42

B.C. forest sector boom causes labour shortage, CBC News, Jan 2013 [Online June 20: http://www.cbc.ca/news/business/story/2013/01/25/bc-forestry-laboour.html]  
43

 Cross-Laminated Timber: a Primer, FPInnovations, 2010 
44

 Growth Plan for Northern Ontario, Ontario Ministry of Infrastructure and Ministry of Northern Development and Mines, 2011 
45

 An avalanche is coming: higher education and the revolution ahead, Institute for Public Policy Research, 2013 

http://www.fpac.ca/index.php/en/industry-by-the-numbers
http://www.fpac.ca/index.php/en/industry-by-the-numbers
http://www.cbc.ca/news/business/story/2013/01/25/bc-forestry-laboour.html
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towards centralized online learning is driven by the increasing cost of post-secondary education, while in many cases 

the content of courses and the learning experience is not sufficiently unique to require attendance in person.  

 Post-secondary educational institutions are increasingly being recognized as providing more than a degree, and 

serving a larger group than its students. The education sector provides great value to communities by contributing 

directly to the economy as employers and consumers, and attracting researchers and innovators as new residents, 

for example. A growing trend in education is to engage more strongly with the business community and community 

leadership. Through these relationships, colleges and universities have increasingly partnered with collaborative 

research projects and stimulated entrepreneurial start-ups. Finally, even with the threat of MOOCs on the horizon, 

there is still potential for post-secondary education to attract talented students and faculty and help create high quality 

of life by adopting the local university model.
46

 

 Existing organizations: Hearst’s post-secondary school system includes the Université de Hearst and Collège 

Boréal. The public school board, comprised of the Conseil scolaire public du Nord-Est de l'Ontario (CSPNE), offering 

Passeport Jeunesse, and the North East District of Ontario, with Clayton Brown and Hearst High School. The catholic 

school board, called the Conseil scolaire catholique du district des Grandes Rivières, includes the following schools, 

École secondaire catholique de Hearst, École catholique St-Louis, and École catholique Ste-Anne.  

 

3.1.3 Mining 

 The decline in commodity prices over the last year has dramatically changed the landscape of mining exploration. 

The 2013 edition of Tracking the Trends, Deloitte’s annual mining sector report concludes that although there is 

significant short term uncertainty with respect to the global economic recovery and commodity pricing, long term 

global demand prospects are strong. Although companies are currently juggling projects to try to maintain profits, and 

some projects are being put on hold in the short term, development is expected to accelerate in the medium term. 

More concessions and commitments are being demanded of the mining sector, including negotiations with 

communities, environmental regulations, workforce attraction and retention, taxes, and royalties. These pressures are 

the new costs of doing business, but short term price volatility is creating challenges in meeting the standard.
47

 

 Exploration activity in Canada slowed in the second half of 2012, however the long term expectation of the Mining 

Industry Human Resources Council is that demand for Canada’s natural resources, and associated mining activity will 

increase up to 2022 and beyond. A critical question is where the industry will find workers to meet the expected 

demand for labour due to Canada’s aging workforce and a lack of skilled workers.
48

 

                                                      
46

 Ibid. 
47

 Tracking the Trends 2013: The top 10 issues mining companies face in the coming year, Deloitte 2013 
48

 Cochrane and Temiskaming Mining Hiring Requirements Forecasts 2013, Mining Industry Human Resources Council, 2013 
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 The discovery of mineral deposits in the Ring of Fire has created excitement, particularly at projections of 1,500 direct 

permanent jobs once the proposed mines are in full production.
49

 Many communities are pursuing mining supply and 

service opportunities through economic development activities, as well as ways to fill labour and skill shortages. In the 

Cochrane and Timiskaming Districts, cumulative labour needs over the next 10 years are expected to reach 

approximately 13,550 workers. Employment in the mining sector within the region in 2011 was just over 18,900 

workers. The intense pressure to find qualified staff is expected to lead to shuffling of labour from other industries, 

leaving shortages in a number of areas of the economy, including public services and forestry, for example.
50

 

 Existing organizations:  Two key exploration projects close to Hearst include Zenyatta Ventures Ltd., with the 

Albany Graphite Deposit approximately 80km west of Hearst, and Phoscan Chemical Corporation, with the Martison 

Phosphate Project, approximately 70km northwest of Hearst. In Hearst, Hearst Air Service and a few construction 

companies are reported to be providing services for the mining sector.  

 

3.1.4 Tourism 

 International travel is becoming more accessible for more people around the world, and tourism receipts are growing 

faster than many other sectors of the global economy. Emerging economies are producing many tourists and new 

tourism destinations; Asia and Latin America are the fastest growing areas. Most of the world’s tourists live in North 

America and Europe, and the activity in the developed world has the biggest impact on global tourism activity, 

according to the World Travel and Tourism Council.
51

  The increase in market choice is creating price competition, 

forcing local or regional vacation options into direct competition with exotic international destinations. 

 The Canadian Tourism Commission notes that despite the growth in global tourism receipts, Canada’s revenue from 

international tourism has declined significantly since 2000, dropping from 35% to 19% of tourism revenue. Most of the 

decline is in travellers from the United States, and is related to the high Canadian dollar and the effects of the most 

recent recession on our neighbour to the south. At the same time Canadians are spending more money abroad.
52

  

 According to the 2012 tourism marketing strategy for northern Ontario, completed by Regional Tourism Organization 

(RTO) 13, tourism has declined in the region over a five year period, and stayed stable for the past three years. The 

internet is increasingly the primary tool used for booking travel and social media has become a popular way to share 

information about trips. The tourism product in RTO 13 is touring, the outdoors experience including fishing and 

hunting, business travel, and visiting friends and relatives.
53

 

                                                      
49

 Ibid. 
50

 Cochrane and Temiskaming Mining Hiring Requirements Forecasts 2013, Mining Industry Human Resources Council, 2013 
51

 Economic Impact of Travel & Tourism 2013 Annual Update, World Travel and Tourism Council, 2013 
52

 Delivering Value for Canada’s Tourism Businesses Through Innovation and Efficiency, Canadian Tourism Commission, 2012 Annual Report 
53

 Rediscovering Northern Ontario: Partnerships for a Strong Tourism Industry Northern Ontario Tourism Marketing Strategy 2012-2017,  
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 Recently, the Town of Hearst has taken steps to explore the possibilities of sport tourism to support economic 

development. With excellent recreational facilities to offer, including two ice rinks and a swimming pool in the Claude 

Larose Recreation Centre and four rinks in the Hearst Community Curling Club, Hearst has the infrastructure to 

benefit from greater sport tourism.  

 Existing organizations: Hearst is represented by the Algoma Kinniwabi Travel Association and RTO 13 with respect 

to tourism marketing and planning, and the Gilles Gagnon Tourism Information Centre is located in the community. 

Local tourism products include outdoor recreation opportunities, restaurants, accommodations, and cultural 

attractions such as the Heritage Sawmill Marketplace. The Place des Arts de Hearst is an arts and culture facility 

which accommodates an audience of 450 people. There are regular festivals and events through each season. 

 

3.1.5 Agriculture 

 There are two sides of agriculture to explore, one based on commodities and the other based on local production. 

Each exhibit very different dynamics. The productivity of commodity agriculture around the world has been increasing 

for a century, through advances in large scale agriculture and the use of technology. The cost of agricultural 

commodities has declined overall due to productivity gains. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 

Nations (FAO) expects that the land, energy and water needed to produce food will decline in the coming century, 

however, current technology trends, including genetic engineering, are expected to continue to put negative pressure 

on average commodity prices and limit employment. Commodity prices, weather conditions and disease can be very 

unpredictable, and the low margins of today’s large scale farming businesses leave them vulnerable to shocks. Taxes, 

subsidies and other policy tools are used to protect the agriculture sector in many countries from these and other 

uncertainties. Global quality and safety standards are becoming more stringent due to food safety scares and 

consumer concerns about genetic modification and production techniques.
54

 

 On the other hand, the local food movement, which has become increasingly popular over the last ten years, is based 

on the practice of buying food grown close to the buyer. The benefits of local food systems are environmental benefits 

of reduced transportation and more sustainable production techniques, greater incomes for farmers due to direct 

sales to consumers and more spending in the local economy, and social benefits of personal connections between 

producers and consumers.
55

 The movement has origins in Japan in the 1970s, and developed into Community 

Supported Agriculture in the United States in the 1980s.
56

 The popularity of the book, The 100 Mile Diet, brought local 

food into the mainstream, along with the rising popularity of organics. The local food movement has captured the 

interest of people interested in knowing where their food comes from and that it is grown with care.  

                                                      
54

 World agriculture: towards 2015/2030 An FAO perspective,  
55

 Local Food-A Rural Opportunity, Alberta Agriculture and Rural Development, 2010 
56

 Ibid. 

http://www.fao.org/
http://www.fao.org/
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 Existing organizations: La Maison Verte is a non-profit organization that was founded to provide local employment 

and is mainly interested in silviculture; however, the organization has recently expanded into agriculture, specifically 

the production of tomatoes and cucumbers. The Agriva farmer’s market is a regular event which can be attended by 

vendors located within 250km of Hearst and there is a local food box available in the community. Other private sector 

businesses include a U-Pick berry farm, several greenhouses, and family farms in or near Hearst. 

 

3.1.6 Renewable Energy 

 The 2012 World Energy Outlook (WEO) announced that renewable energy has become an “indispensable part of the 

global energy mix”
57

 due to steady increases in hydro, wind, and solar power. The WEO projects that by 2035, 

renewables will approach coal as the main provider of electricity and the growth of biomass for energy generation and 

bio-fuels will grow four-fold. Technology costs are falling, carbon pricing continues to develop, and the cost of fossil 

fuels is rising, all factors that support the adoption of renewables. The main driver of growth in renewable energy 

continues to be subsidization policies; driven by environmental concerns which are expected to continue. The WEO 

projects that imports of biomass for bio fuels and energy generation will rise six-fold by 2035, led by imports to the 

European Union, Japan and India. ‘Biomass to energy’ markets in Europe are attracting significant attention and the 

south-eastern United States in particular is seeing investment to meet anticipated future demand for wood pellets.
58

 

 Investments in renewable energy in Canada tend to focus on wind and solar projects, which is consistent with global 

trends, although hydro-electric generation benefits from a long tradition in Canada. Ontario’s Feed-in Tariff program is 

being renewed, but has recently been found in violation by the WTO for its local technology requirement, which may 

affect investments in Ontario. This ruling is expected to be contested.  One implication of this is that Canada dropped 

from 7 to 8 on the Ernst & Young renewable energy index in 2013.
59

 Ontario has also taken initial steps towards the 

development of a renewable diesel strategy.
60

 

 The Growth Plan for Northern Ontario targets biomass and the energy sector indirectly, addressing it as a forestry 

industry diversification technique and as an innovation related to agriculture.
61

 

 Existing organizations: Brookfield Renewable Power operates the Shekak Generating Station, which is a hydro-

electric generation facility west of Hearst, while the Calstock bio-mass generation facility and the municipally-owned 

energy distribution company, Hearst Power Distribution Company Ltd., are located in Hearst. 

 

                                                      
57

 World Energy Outlook 2012, International Energy Agency, 2012 
58

 Renewable energy country attractiveness indices, Ernst & Young, Feb 2013 
59

 Ibid. 
60

 A Renewable Diesel Mandate Would Benefit Ontario, Canadian Renewable Fuels Association, May 2013 [Online 20 June 2013: 
http://www.greenfuels.org/uploads/documents/05-02-2013%20a%20renewable%20diesel%20mandate%20would%20benefit%20ontario.pdf ] 
61

 Growth Plan for Northern Ontario, Ontario Ministry of Infrastructure and Ministry of Northern Development and Mines, 2011 

http://www.greenfuels.org/uploads/documents/05-02-2013%20a%20renewable%20diesel%20mandate%20would%20benefit%20ontario.pdf
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3.1.7 Summarizing Qualities of Economic Drivers 

The following table provides a summary of the qualities of the sectors that are driving Hearst’s economy. 

 

FIGURE 10: DESCRIPTION OF PRIORITIZED ECONOMIC DRIVERS 

 Forestry Education Mining Tourism Agriculture 
Renewable 

Energy 

Estimated long 

term sector 

growth 

Moderate Moderate Strong Moderate Moderate Moderate 

Complement to 

existing local 

economic base 

Very Strong Strong Low Strong Low Strong 

Potential to 

have a 

significant 

impact on local 

economy 

Very Strong Strong Strong Moderate Moderate Moderate 

Municipal 

investment 

required to 

attract 

investment 

Moderate Moderate Low Moderate Low 
Moderate to 

High  

Current state of 

the sector 

Long-time 

economic driver 

of the community 

With both a 

college and 

university campus 

in the community, 

Hearst is well 

positioned  

A lot of local 

exploration and 

development 

proposals with 

significant activity 

in region  

Tourism is 

concentrated in 

business travel 

and visiting 

friends and 

relatives 

Currently small in 

terms of 

employment but 

growing 

The renewable 

energy sector 

has a presence 

in Hearst 
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Economic 

Driver 
Forestry Education Mining Tourism Agriculture 

Renewable 

Energy 

What is the 

town’s current 

ability to 

capitalize on 

the sector? 

Forestry has a 

long tradition in 

Hearst and the 

sector is well 

positioned to 

capture new 

opportunities 

should global 

trends continue to 

improve. 

Increases in 

enrolment have 

the potential to be 

aligned with 

existing labour 

market 

development 

priorities, and 

therefore may 

warrant municipal 

support. 

Despite strong 

competition in this 

sector, if existing 

businesses look 

to mining as a 

new market, there 

may be significant 

opportunities. 

Hearst’s position on 

Highway 11 supports 

business travel 

related to the 

transportation sector 

and resource 

industries. 

Excellent facilities 

create opportunity for 

sport tourism. 

Strong family 

relationships support 

visiting friends and 

relatives. 

With a strong 

project built on 

local 

leadership, 

this sector has 

good potential 

to improve 

quality of life 

and begin to 

impact 

employment. 

Although there 

are challenges in 

the sector with 

respect to energy 

generation due to 

limited 

transmission 

capacity, the 

future of wood 

pellets and 

biofuels is 

promising. 

Value 

proposition 

Forestry has a 

bright future in 

Hearst, where 

innovation is 

integral to every 

business decision. 

With available 

land and a 

business 

community you 

can work with. 

Hearst is a proud 

Francophone 

community where 

students can be 

immersed in 

French Canadian 

culture in a fully 

bilingual 

environment.  

Hearst’s 

entrepreneurial 

energy and 

dedication to 

quality work are a 

perfect match to 

mining supply 

opportunities. 

The ideal transfer 

point from 

highway to the 

Ring of Fire. 

Tourists will be 

pleased to discover 

Hearst’s cultural and 

arts activities. 

Hearst has the ability 

to support sporting 

events with 

exceptional facilities.  

Hearst is a 

community of 

local food 

innovators 

interested in 

collective 

efforts to reach 

new markets 

with local 

agricultural 

products. 

Hearst is a green 

community, where 

renewable energy 

is integrated into 

facilities and 

business 

mindsets. 

Forestry biomass 

is available.  
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Economic 

Driver 
Forestry Education Mining Tourism Agriculture 

Renewable 

Energy 

Desired 

future 

situation 

(2018) 

Forestry has 

continued to 

recover and 

employment is 

stable; initiatives 

to increase labour 

market 

participation and 

attract and retain 

the required 

workforce are 

contributing to the 

stability of the 

sector.  

Hearst’s post-secondary 

institutions have 

sustainable enrolment 

levels and have 

stronger links with the 

business community.  

The Université de 

Hearst has a 

recognized 

specialization (e.g. 

French translation) and 

students feel welcome 

in the community. 

Elementary/secondary 

students are exploring 

local careers including 

entrepreneurship. 

Existing 

businesses 

have 

diversified into 

mining 

services to 

complement 

core business. 

A mine has 

opened near 

Hearst and 

new mining 

oriented 

businesses 

have 

developed in 

the 

community. 

More tourists are 

enjoying Hearst’s 

retail, cultural and 

recreational assets, 

including festivals 

and events. 

Visiting friends and 

relatives are 

responding to 

promotions. 

Enhancements to 

restaurants and 

accommodations. 

More sport tourism 

events are hosted 

in Hearst.  

Food systems 

have been 

developed to 

extend the 

market for 

agricultural 

products beyond 

Hearst 

throughout the 

region, 

increasing the 

size of the 

agricultural 

community. 

Hearst is 

benefitting from 

an increase in 

businesses 

related to 

renewable energy 

based on the 

abundance of 

wood by-products 

in the community.   

Desired 

future 

situation 

(2023) 

Forestry 

businesses have 

continued 

diversifying into 

value-added wood 

products and there 

is a more diverse 

business base. 

Transportation 

and shipping 

facilities have 

been improved. 

Post-secondary 

students are staying in 

Hearst to work and/or to 

establish their own 

businesses.  

Hearst’s youth are 

engaged in the local 

community and are 

returning to work and/or 

start a business, and 

raise their families.  

Mining 

services has 

grown to 

become one of 

Hearst’s top 

five industry 

sectors. 

Hearst is 

experiencing an 

increase of leisure 

tourists due to 

increased hunting, 

fishing, and cottage 

products. 

More progress on 

all five year 

objectives. 

A processing 

and/or 

packaging 

initiative has 

been 

successful, 

creating 

demand from 

across the 

Cochrane 

District. 

Hearst has 

evaluated its 

energy needs and 

invested in a 

sustainable mix of 

renewable 

energies to lower 

energy costs and 

increase business 

efficiency. 
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3.2 Prioritization of Industry Sectors and Opportunities  

A sound Economic Development Strategy builds upon the unique assets and resources of a community, communicating 

those characteristics to potential investment and development partners in a way that demonstrates an inherent value 

proposition that is unique. A growing number of entrepreneurial 21
st
 century communities are using their local advantages 

to spur innovation, investment and job creation, while retaining the cultural and environmental assets of their 

communities. 

While combining these trends in local economic development, the selection of economic development opportunities is 

rooted in the philosophy that initiatives must ultimately increase the total wealth within a community.  There are two main 

ways to do this: 

1. Export Development – any initiative that brings new money into the community: 

 Starting/attracting a business that sells products/services outside the community 

 Attracting visitors who then buy local products/services 

 Encouraging existing business to sell their product/service outside the community. 

2. Import Substitution – any initiative that keeps money in the community: 

 Encourage people and businesses to buy their goods/services locally rather than importing them from another 

community 

 Starting or attracting new businesses that recognize the leakage and provide a product/service to stop it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This concept is profiled in the following figure.  

Activities in the above two categories are economic drivers – they bring in 
the wealth.  Other activities are redistributors – they circulate the money 

within a community.  Strong economies bring in new money and then keep it 
in the community as it moves from business to business. 
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FIGURE 11: CURRENT ECONOMIC DRIVERS AND REDISTRIBUTORS FOR HEARST 
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The highest priority initiatives are those that directly increase wealth (e.g. the retention or attraction of an economic 

driving export-oriented business). The following target sectors are recommended as an initial long list of priorities

 Forestry 

 Mining 

 Tourism 

 Education 

 Agriculture 

 Renewable Energy

These opportunities put focus on the communities’ current core strengths and maximize use of underutilized assets.  It 

also gives aim to new directions that have the potential to shape the community for decades to come. In Figure 12, these 

sectors are mapped to indicate their overall economic impact and the ability of Hearst to influence the development of the 

local economy in these areas. 

FIGURE 12: LONG TERM “ECONOMIC IMPACT OF” AND “TOWN INFLUENCE ON” INVESTMENT AND JOB CREATION OPPORTUNITIES 
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When town influence is taken into consideration, the ranking of the sectors is as follows: 

1. Forestry 

2. Education 

3. Mining 

4. Tourism 

5. Agriculture 

6. Energy 

The transportation and construction sectors are both strong contributors to the local economy; however in this case the 

majority of their value is directly related to the success of the forestry sector and to highway maintenance, which although 

important to the local economy is largely outside of the control of the municipality. For these reasons, transportation and 

construction are not considered primary drivers. These sectors are still significant, and may still figure into strategies 

related to the forestry sector. 

 

 

3.2.1 Steering Committee Comment on Priorities and Potential Sector-based Initiatives 

Identification of these priorities and specific initiatives within them was the focus of a presentation and workshop with 

Steering Committee members. The result of the workshop was confirmation that these sectors are the priorities that 

should have action plans completed for them.  

In addition, two or three sector-based initiatives were discussed within small groups. The groups successfully identified 

whether or not the initiative would support local economic growth and should be pursued and whether there are local 

organizations who could assist in championing the initiative.  

This input is incorporated into the next section. 
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4 Investment Strategies and Action Plans  
The objective of this project was to take the sector findings and use them to formulate Investment Strategies and Action 

Plans (ISAPs). These plans provide Hearst EDC, Town of Hearst and partner agencies with direct actions to pursue an 

aggressive and sustainable growth agenda as well as measures to evaluate the town's ongoing performance. 

Key themes emerging from the research and consultation process can be divided into two broad categories of actions. 

Taken together, they provide a strong framework for implementation of economic development initiatives. 

Building a Strong Foundation, focuses on the building blocks of economic development including labour market 

development, entrepreneurship, communications/marketing and infrastructure readiness. 

Driving Investment to Key Sectors, focuses on business retention, expansion and attraction efforts in the areas offering 

the greatest opportunity for growth: forestry, education, mining, tourism, agriculture and energy. 

 

FIGURE 13: FOUNDATIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF SECTOR DEVELOPMENT 
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4.1 Building a Strong Foundation 

Economic development opportunities and needs are often not based in a particular sector. For Hearst, the most urgent 

area of recommended economic development activity, workforce development, involves more than one sector. Other 

economic development foundations, including entrepreneurship, marketing and communications, and infrastructure 

development, are addressed through sector based action plans.  

Workforce development is the top priority for economic development in Hearst. Hearst’s success and its spirit are found in 

the people in the community, and these people have been migrating out of Hearst. The greatest loss of population is in 

the younger generation; these are Hearst’s future entrepreneurs, the workforce that will make the community prosperous, 

and the future leaders of Hearst’s businesses and institutions.  

Workforce Development – The Welcoming Program 

Both research and consultation identify the loss of population from Hearst as a critical issue which must be challenged to 

maintain a vibrant community. The parts of the economy which rely on labour market development include the forestry 

and mining sectors, the education sector and agriculture. Together these sectors represent the stability and future 

promise of Hearst’s economy. Hearst is not currently attracting enough people to meet its current and anticipated future 

needs. Therefore new residents are expected to be needed to stabilize Hearst’s population and maintain its economic 

activity.  

The proposal of attracting many new residents to Hearst is expected to be a difficult idea for community members to 

understand and accept.  It is only recently that for the first time in generations that Hearst is facing a declining population. 

In consultations, community members reported that the hospital has had some success in attracting staff, but needs to 

find better ways to retain these staff. Interviewed businesses owners reported they are reluctant to hire staff from outside 

the community because they tend to leave, and newcomers to the community have shared in exit interviews with local 

service providers that they did not feel welcomed.  

The Francophone communities across the Cochrane District are experiencing the same challenges in attracting young 

people and of diversifying their workforce. However, the size of the challenge just makes this issue more urgent. For 

Hearst to be successful, the community has to find ways to attract and retain new residents.  

Recommended Actions 

 Work regionally: Support the existing work of the Far Northeast Training Board (FNETB), and participate in other 

regional initiatives to address the issue of welcoming newcomers into the community. Some of the workforce 

development efforts suggested here can be even more successful when addressed at a regional level. In Australia, 

the mining family matters project is improving the retention of mining workers by providing advice and support for 
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families who are living in rural communities, or who have a family member that is commuting to work.
62

 Regional 

Labour Force Monitoring is also recommended. 

 Labour Force Monitoring: The Vicinity Jobs Demand Report offers valuable information to inform 

education and training decisions, local strategies for talent attraction and retention, and job seekers in 

their search for local employment. Providing job seekers and employers the opportunity to connect in the 

local labour market is a primary focus of an online resource offered through VicinityJobs.com. Each 

Vicinity Jobs web site serves a separate geographic area and uses the Vicinity Jobs industry-leading 

intelligence platform for easy access to current information about job openings and local employers. 

Vicinity Jobs portals also have traditional job board capabilities, enabling local employers to post jobs and 

connect with local job applicants. Unique competitive strengths of the Vicinity Jobs proprietary 

intelligence gathering platform include its ability to enhance information collected from the Internet by 

integrating it with 3rd party databases (such as local employer lists) and to classify the information using 

distinct criteria (education level, industry, occupation, or geographically). Helping communities answer the 

question, “Where are the jobs?”, The platform is designed to generate a real-time Jobs Demand Report 

that gives insight into regional hiring trends, a key indicator of local economic activity. 
63

 

 Invest in local labour force attraction and retention: To support the efforts of the committee, a part-time position 

should be created, or existing resources re-directed, within the Hearst EDC. The role of the position would be to focus 

help businesses hire suitable staff successfully and help new residents feel welcome by informing them and 

connecting them to community. A group of interested volunteers, such as the existing committee, is a logical support 

for these efforts, acting as a grassroots welcoming committee and a critical connection to the community
64

. However, 

a professional manager is essential because the success of the initiative relies on long term professional coordination 

and maintaining the confidentiality of businesses.  In the event the commitment of interested employers is confirmed, 

the cost of the service could be financed jointly by the Hearst EDC via the Town and those employers.  The 

responsibilities of the position could include activities such as the following: 

 Liaise with employers to identify hiring needs and understand current hiring challenges: Invest 

heavily in employer engagement because it is critical to success. Initiate regular visits to business owners 

and managers in the public and private sectors, at their place of business, to understand their needs and 

                                                      

62 Mining Family Matters is a partnership between regional governments and the public and private sector http://www.miningfm.com.au/  

63 Millier Dickinson Blais is a reseller for Vicinity Jobs. 

64 The community of Red Rock in northwestern Ontario created a welcoming committee that organizes an annual “Breaking the Ice” event to introduce new residents to the community. 

/www.karinahunter.com/?p=47693  

http://www.miningfm.com.au/
http://www.karinahunter.com/?p=47693
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offer recruitment services and report on the successes of the program. The CFDC may be a good partner 

to support business outreach. 

 Establish a Communications Strategy: Successful recruitment will rely on a long term communications 

effort. Since many potential residents will be researching Hearst on the internet, online resources are 

critical. Create communications material, such as a “Hearst Works” e-newsletter, that is issued on a 

quarterly basis to market the community, share news about economic activities and promote the 

welcoming program. Create a LinkedIn presence and a Hearst former resident Facebook page. Don’t try 

to do everything alone, use material from existing community initiatives, ask volunteers and businesses to 

contribute, discuss the inclusion of news articles from local or regional newspapers in exchange for 

advertising, and generally share material about what others are doing. 

 Share information on best practices in recruitment and in human resources management: Create 

programs to support employers in the public and private sector in their recruitment efforts based on hiring 

needs and challenges. For example, with the help of local employment service providers, coordinate the 

posting of employment opportunities on the internet and through LinkedIn, and/or in publications in bi-

lingual target markets in Québec, New Brunswick, and internationally. Another option is to research 

relevant education programs and help employers secure cooperative education students, and market 

employment opportunities directly to new graduates.  

 Invite speakers on human resource management trends and recruitment to speak at business 

events: Ensure that speakers have experience in forestry and mining and in rural communities. Share 

the insights of these professionals in a business newsletter and/or in press releases to reach business 

owners and managers who were not able to attend. This could be done in partnership with the Chamber 

of Commerce. 

 Work to attract former residents and their families back to Hearst: Reach out to former community 

members through current residents. A former Hearst resident targeted Facebook group is an inexpensive 

and popular way to accomplish this. See the Yellowknife Facebook page for an example of a successful 

resident attraction effort, where community members are profiled on the City’s Facebook page, designed 

to build community pride
65

. Encourage and support the organization of reunion type events in Hearst 

and/or in places where past residents are concentrated, such as Ottawa. Work with event organizers to 

build a strong contact database of past residents. Occasionally send information through social media, by 

email and/or by traditional mail to the contact database; sharing community news, marketing employment 

opportunities, business ownership opportunities and new property listings.  

                                                      

65 The Our Yellowknife campaign celebrates community members and shares positive messages about life in Yellowknife with current and former residents. The campaign is more effective 

because of strong municipal investment in communications, led by their economic development staff. The City has only two full time economic development staff. 

https://www.facebook.com/OurYellowknife .  

https://www.facebook.com/OurYellowknife
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 Offer community tours for people considering relocating to Hearst: When a potential recruit is 

deciding whether to accept a position, they are often impressed if the Town leads part of the recruitment 

process, showing that they are truly being invited to become part of the community. This can be a free 

service available to any employer. Marketing materials need to be created to highlight the benefits of 

living in Hearst, educational opportunities in the community, cost of living, and of course the support 

offered through the welcoming program. 

 A Personal Welcome: Once new employees have located in the community, a volunteer or the 

coordinator would meet them in person, collect and maintain contact information and provide them with a 

welcome package that introduces them to community services. Ongoing communications would be 

provided to the newcomers, sharing news about community activities, tips on enjoying life in Hearst, and 

welcoming new people.  

 Family Pairing: This is where a local family volunteers to invite a newcomer into their home every two 

weeks or so for a meal and/or activity. The family and the new resident commit to get to know each other 

over a defined period, say six months or a year, to support the transition to life in Hearst, and to check in 

on a regular period indefinitely. An example of a shorter term commitment would be to Share 

Thanksgiving Dinner. Share Thanksgiving Dinner is an initiative that pairs host Canadian families with 

families that are new to Canada to enjoy a Thanksgiving Dinner together. Last year the initiative was 

focused on Toronto, and this year the founders hope to expand to other communities, large and small.
66

 

 
 

4.2 Driving Investment to Specific Sectors 

The initial plan for the Economic Development Strategy identified the need to complete ISAPs for forestry, agriculture and 

food processing, tourism, and mining. Since the research has identified economic development potential in the education 

and energy sectors, ISAPs have also been completed for these sectors. 

As has been emphasized, both retention and attraction play an important role in economic development. The following 

table provides a recommended guideline on how Hearst should resource each target sector. The identified range is for 

the short and medium-terms. 

 

 

                                                      
66

Share Thanksgiving: Toronto Families Welcome New Canadians To Their Holiday Dinner Tables, Huffington Post http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2012/10/05/share-
thanksgiving_n_1941521.html  

http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2012/10/05/share-thanksgiving_n_1941521.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2012/10/05/share-thanksgiving_n_1941521.html
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FIGURE 14: SECTORS AND RETENTION/ATTRACTION FOCUS FOR NEXT SIX YEARS 

Sector 

Target 

Attraction-

Retention Split 

(2014-16) 

Attraction-

Retention Split 

(2017-19) 

Attraction Focus Retention Focus 

Forestry 60/40 60/40 
Value-added wood entrepreneurs in the 

region 
Entrepreneurs, existing companies 

Education 60/40 60/40 
Target out-of-Hearst students for 

specialized programs 

Expand programs that match community 

strengths 

Mining 10/90 70/30 
In the latter period, emphasis on attracting 

suppliers for local mine operation 

Diversify business of existing non-mining 

sector firms 

Tourism 80/20 80/20 
Visitor marketing aimed at sports tourists 

and visiting friends and relatives 

Enhance quality of product and customer 

service 

Agriculture 20/80 20/80 
Promote opportunities for small scale 

investments 

Move current operators to providing more 

value-added and direct-to-consumer 

Energy 50/50 50/50 
Research opportunities for biofuels and 

pellets and market to potential investors 

Infrastructure improvements, especially 

transmission line improvement 
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4.2.1 Forestry Sector Investment Strategy and Action Plan 

Estimated long term sector growth: Moderate 

Complement to existing local economic base: Very Strong 

Potential to have a significant impact on local economy: Very Strong 

Municipal investment required to attract investment: Moderate 

Current state of the sector: Long-time economic driver of the community   

What is the town’s current ability to capitalize on the sector?: Forestry has a long tradition in Hearst and the sector 

is well positioned to capture new opportunities should global trends continue to improve. 

Value proposition: Forestry has a bright future in Hearst, where innovation is integral to every business decision. With 

available land and a business community you can work with. 

Desired future situation (2018): Forestry has continued to recover and employment is stable; initiatives to increase 

labour market participation and attract and retain the required workforce are contributing to the stability of the sector. 

Desired future situation (2023): Forestry businesses have continued diversifying into value-added wood products and 

there is a more diverse business base. Transportation and shipping facilities have been improved. 

 

1A. Improve Transportation Infrastructure 

One of the greatest disadvantages that Hearst faces in the retention of its forestry manufacturers is the distance to 

markets and additional costs of transporting goods by rail. Some of these costs can be mitigated by improving 

transportation infrastructure. 

Recommended Actions 

 Intermodal Transportation Facilities: Although the specifics of improving intermodal transportation are challenging 

due to lack of municipal control over railway policies, improving inter-modal transportation facilities is still an important 

area for business retention and expansion. Specific improvements that would reduce the costs of manufacturing, 
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such as the sizing of containers and streamlining shipping services on site, should be identified, discussed with the 

railway, and advocated for over the medium and long term.  

 Salt Water Port on James Bay: A salt water port on James Bay would be a huge bonus for the pellet industry. 

Advocacy efforts and larger regional partnerships should be cultivated, to articulate and create support for the 

business case. 

 

2. Business Development with the Innovo Centre 

The Innovo Centre has the potential to act as a connection between the forestry industry, entrepreneurs, local and non-

local educational institutions, and economic development services. The goal of program development should be to 

provide services for local entrepreneurs and business managers to identify and access new markets, as well as develop 

new products and more efficient business processes. Research partnerships can help greatly in accomplishing these 

objectives. 

This program is strategic because it supports the education sector strategy and may encourage the development of a 

local research specialization that is directly linked to the needs of the local business community. 

Recommended Actions 

The specific areas where the Innovo Centre could support entrepreneurs and future entrepreneurs with services include: 

 Biomaterials: One of the key growth areas in advanced manufacturing is the development of biomaterials – plastics 

and other materials manufactured from organic components. Forest-based fibre is a growing input in the biomaterials 

sector, and Hearst EDC should explore avenues for better connecting local supply to the emerging activities in this 

arena.  Initially, this should include hosting visits and discussions with sector experts, and ultimately move toward 

identifying specific partnerships with biomaterials manufacturers seeking the kinds of fibre and natural resources 

available within the region. This work may relate to the feasibility study on bio-fuels with the energy sector.  

 Value-added Wood Products:  Hearst has the entrepreneurial energy and skilled labour to support business 

development in value-added wood products. When entering this market it is important to understand that not every 

venture will be successful or long lived; success in the new advanced manufacturing environment requires constant 

change to adapt to market conditions. The potential for Cross-Laminated Timber, unique wood-crafted products, high 

quality particle-board, or other unique wood-based products manufactured to specifications, and, as previously 

mentioned, wood-based energy products such as bio-fuel and pellet (e.g. white and industry-grade) manufacturing 

are all waiting to be explored by companies and individual entrepreneurs. Hearst’s Innovo Centre could introduce the 

following specific activities:  
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 Connect entrepreneurs in the community with new ideas, new networks, new markets and programs 

designed to support innovation in the forestry industry through technical visits to businesses in other 

communities active in this sector, participation in provincial trade missions, and by developing research 

relationships with educational institutions. 

 Host ongoing Value-added Wood Products Brainstorming Forums where existing forestry leaders and 

new entrepreneurs can discuss ideas and share ideas and solutions.  

 Communicate with community networks through family and business relationships to increase recognition 

of business opportunities and successes. 

 Identify potential products that can be manufactured with underutilized species, and markets for these 

products. 

 Based on a target list of possible value-added products an investment attraction and/or entrepreneur 

informational program should be established. Efforts could also be made to commercialize these ideas 

through public and/or private investment or the creation of co-operatives, and a very specific prospectus 

that identifies opportunities in underutilized species should be created and marketed. 

 Improve Forestry Management and Manufacturing Processes: Productivity improvements reduce costs and 

improve the sustainability and resilience of businesses. A range of federal and provincial government agencies, 

university researchers and private companies are constantly engaged in on-the-ground research efforts to explore or 

study new forest practices, new environmental techniques, new applications of herbicides and pesticides, new water 

management tools, etc. Similarly, new products and production techniques are developed that may be relevant for 

local industry. The Innovo Centre can encourage greater productivity in local forestry extraction and manufacturing by 

working with business and forest managers to take advantage of new technologies as quickly as possible, and 

engage students in the leading edge of forestry. Some specific activities are as follows. 

 Encourage field testing/pilot projects for new and emerging technologies and practices (e.g. pesticides, 

water treatment, preservation of endangered species) in the local community forest. Encourage the 

designation of sections of community forest or other lands for research, testing, and knowledge 

development. Over time, research activities lead to spending that supports local business, can draw more 

knowledge-based forestry activities to the region, and potentially create market advantages for local 

companies and local entrepreneurs. Other relevant applications and opportunities are found in forest 

health, wildfire monitoring, forest chemistry, forest carbon accounting, and land cover mapping. 

 Information and Communications Technologies (ICT), including remote sensing and GIS technologies, is 

changing many industries, including forestry management and wood harvesting and the Hearst Forest 

Management Association is a leader in Ontario in the use of advanced technology such as the LIDAR 

model for its forest management plans that encompasses the accurate identification of wood resources 

and the protection of the sensitive fauna and flora and all  associated mapping.  The Innovo Centre 
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should work with local organizations and businesses as well as researchers to encourage implementation 

and testing of these technologies. If the information assembled through pilot projects is shared publicly on 

the internet, it may encourage more investment. These activities will better demonstrate that Hearst is a 

place where new and innovative practices can be explored.  

 

3. Government and Business Relationship Building 

Hearst’s ability to retain its forestry manufacturing sector over the last 10 years is remarkable, and has not happened by 

accident. Local political leadership have actively advocated for the forestry sector by communicating with the public and 

working with senior government ministers and their senior staff. Although Canada is recovering from the recession, the 

international pressure on the manufacturing sector is not expected to improve in the foreseeable future.  

Recommended Actions 

 Continued Business Retention and Expansion Activities: This involves Hearst EDC and community and local 

forestry sector leaders. Encourage the business community to continually develop new products and markets, and 

maintain the local forestry supply chain. In the past, these conversations have led to ground-breaking arrangements 

such as Lecours’ 40-year lease with First Nations and Columbia’s transformation after pending closure.  

 Relationship Building with Constance Lake First Nation: Constance Lake First Nation is well positioned to make 

advances in the forestry sector, as is Hearst. Long term relationship building and the cultivation of goodwill and 

mutual respect is recommended to create future opportunities for collaborative projects that benefit both communities.  
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4.2.2 Education Sector Investment Strategy and Action Plan 

Estimated long term sector growth: Moderate 

Complement to existing local economic base: Strong 

Potential to have a significant impact on local economy: Strong 

Municipal investment required to attract investment: Moderate 

Current state of the sector: With both a college and university campus in the community, Hearst is well positioned 

What is the town’s current ability to capitalize on the sector?: Increases in enrolment have the potential to be aligned with existing 

labour market development priorities, and therefore may warrant municipal support. 

Value proposition: Hearst is a proud Francophone community where students can be immersed in French Canadian culture in a fully 

bilingual environment. 

Desired future situation (2018): Hearst’s post-secondary institutions play a pro-active role in addressing the local labour market gaps.  

As a result, the critical needs of employers for key employee positions are being fulfilled and in turn, the post-secondary institutions are 

experiencing sustainable enrolment levels and have stronger support from the business community. Local businesses and public sector 

organizations work with Collège Boréal as much as possible for training. The university has a recognized specialization (e.g. French 

translation, French Culture Immersion, Applied research) and students feel welcome in the community. Elementary/secondary students 

are exploring local careers including entrepreneurship.  This effort is helping to close Hearst’s labour gap. 

Desired future situation (2023): Post-secondary students are staying in Hearst to work and/or to establish businesses. Hearst’s youth 

are engaged in the local community and are returning to work and/or start a business, and raise their families. The number of outside-of-

Hearst students at the university has risen from less than 10 in 2013 to 50. Collège Boréal, and the Learning Centre are working with 

new students to ease the transition to post-secondary education. This effort is helping to close Hearst’s labour gap. 
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4. Culture of Local Learning 

Retaining and growing the educational institutions in Hearst requires continuous communication and retention efforts on 

the part of the community of Hearst and the Hearst EDC. Local enrolments are important to the sustainability of post-

secondary education in the community. 

Recommended Actions 

 Local Learning Strategy: A study should be commissioned to capture three viewpoints;  

 to survey employers in Hearst as to what their anticipated training needs are and what barriers may exist to 

use local institutions to deliver this training 

 past graduates of the Université de Hearst and Collège Boréal should be surveyed to identify their 

motivations for completing post-secondary education in Hearst 

 residents who have not completed post-secondary training (which includes trades) should be surveyed to 

identify what educational opportunities residents are interested in, and any hesitations they have in 

upgrading their skills.  

 

Based on these surveys, a community marketing initiative will be launched to encourage more people from the 

community to pursue continuing education, to encourage employers to consider local training options, and to 

market programs which are most of interest to community members. If these studies are commissioned by the 

Hearst EDC they may be seen as more impartial, as opposed to being commissioned by the educational 

institutions themselves. Also, the Hearst EDC may be able to act an intermediary; securing training services for 

more than one business if there are shared training needs. The results of the surveys should be used to create a 

local learning strategy, encouraging widespread upgrading and the use of other training services. The main 

objective of this effort will be to create a culture of learning in Hearst, and help residents overcome barriers to 

post-secondary education that may exist in the community. 

 

5. Attracting Students from Outside the Region 

Université de Hearst and the Hearst campus of Collège Boréal are both currently focused on serving local and regional 

populations. However, their joint facilities and the new strategic direction of the Université de Hearst to attract students 

from outside the region, is an opportunity to bring young people into the community. The following specific areas of 

activity are recommended to help transition Hearst to an attractive location for outside students. 
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Recommended Actions 

 Creating a Specialty: In order to draw students, research indicates that a specialty is usually required. In other 

regions, establishing a specialty based on an existing strength in the community and the local economy is most 

successful. It is recommended that Hearst work to connect educational institutions with the local business community 

to explore what this specialty is and what interest and ability local educational institutions may have in adopting it. The 

opportunities which line best with the community’s merits as well as a desire to advance entrepreneurship and 

technology into economic growth include: French Culture Immersion and Information Communication Technology 

(ICT) in Forestry Management. 

 Cooperative Education: Cooperative education has played an important role in the success of the University of 

Waterloo, and in turn had an enormous impact on the local economy. Many other educational institutions are taking 

advantage of this trend, and contacts with local businesses to increase the practicality of the education program and 

make connections between students and existing employers which tend to result in long-term arrangements. 

 Technology Transfer: Across North America and internationally, the knowledge, skills and insights provided through 

post-secondary education are becoming a more and more critical part of every industry, including manufacturing
67

. 

For example, in Finland, “The adoption of cutting-edge ICT is now a competitive necessity for Finnish forest-industry 

companies as they seek to optimize the management of their global value chains, including logistics, customized 

production, and after-sales services
68

”.  Hearst has the ability to tap into new innovations in knowledge-based 

industry by introducing technology transfer. This can be accomplished by facilitating more applied research projects 

and supporting the university’s interest in bringing new students to Hearst. 

 Partnerships with Other Post-Secondary Institutions: Hearst is a small community and its educational institutions 

are unlikely to be able to develop programming to meet every need of local employers, which is a very expensive and 

time intensive process. The Université de Hearst and the Hearst campus of Collège Boréal can, however, partner with 

other educational institutions to establish: transfer programming; exchange programs where students spend a term or 

several terms living in Hearst to experience Francophone culture; or conduct specific applied research projects with 

the forestry sector. 

 Marketing: A branding and marketing/promotion initiative that identifies Hearst’s broad range of educational offerings 

and the services, such as the welcoming community initiative and the Learning Centre services that are available to 

new students and residents.  A few target markets that have been identified through the research include: 

                                                      

67 Sectoral Perspectives on the Finnish Knowledge Economy: From Forest-Related Industries to ICT, [Online Aug 2013: 

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/7138/393780FI0Knowledge0economy01PUBLIC1.pdf?sequence=1 ] 

68 Ibid. 

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/7138/393780FI0Knowledge0economy01PUBLIC1.pdf?sequence=1
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 In Québec students are required to complete CEGEP after high school before entering University. 

Although the course is free of charge, some students would prefer not to attend the additional year of 

school and may attend Université de Hearst if they are eligible to apply. These students may need some 

preparatory courses and support services that Collège Boréal and the Adult Learning Centre can provide. 

 It is reported that when international students apply for student visas they face more barriers in Québec 

than they do in other provinces, including Ontario. Some French speaking students who are not eligible 

for a Québec Student Visa may be eligible to attend Université de Hearst in Ontario. Hearst can support 

the University by promoting these opportunities on its website and participating in recruitment activities. 

 There may be opportunities to attract students from northwestern Ontario and western Canada to Hearst 

where French immersion opportunities aren’t as commonplace. 

 

6. Entrepreneurship Development 

Some of Canada’s leading colleges and universities are integrating entrepreneurial programming to support their local 

business communities, including business mentorship programs and courses for students. Hearst could support exploring 

these ideas with Université de Hearst and Collège Boréal. Partnered initiatives may be eligible for more sources of 

funding if they are not led by Université de Hearst and Collège Boréal. See Innovo Centre comments on forestry industry, 

which can also apply to include other priority sectors. 

Entrepreneurship programs do exist in Hearst and are an existing strength. There are mentorship programs at Collège 

Boréal and Community Futures has the Head Start program which engages 7 and 8 year olds. The challenge is that there 

is no one managing this centrally.  

Recommended Actions 

 Next Generation of Entrepreneurs: Since Community Futures is a lead organization for youth entrepreneurship, 

and because they run youth specific programming, they are a good partner in any entrepreneurship related initiatives 

that are happening in the community. Hearst EDC, Collège Boréal, and Community Futures should coordinate a 

strategic planning session on the best next steps for entrepreneurship development in the community, with the 

assistance and input of entrepreneurs in the community. 

 Establish Hearst as “Canada’s Most Entrepreneurial Town”: A strong culture of entrepreneurship was, by far, the 

most common competitive advantage that was raised during consultations by both people who live in Hearst and 

those that know it but live elsewhere.  It was claimed that this culture did not just include the business owners but 

included staff who work on the front lines and are charged with finding efficiencies in their work.  This trait seems to 

be well appreciated in Northeastern Ontario, but there is an opportunity to extend that message much further if 

organizations in the community make strategic use of it.   
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4.2.3 Mining Sector Investment Strategy and Action Plan 

Estimated long term sector growth: Strong 

Complement to existing local economic base: Low 

Potential to have a significant impact on local economy: Strong 

Municipal investment required to attract investment: Low 

Current state of the sector: Minimal current mining activity in Hearst, with significant activity in surrounding region 

What is the town’s current ability to capitalize on the sector?: Despite strong competition in this sector, if existing 

businesses look to mining as a new market, there may be significant opportunities. 

Value proposition: Hearst’s entrepreneurial energy and dedication to quality work are a perfect match to mining supply 

opportunities. Hearst is also an ideal transfer point from highway to the Ring of Fire, by air. 

Desired future situation (2018): Hearst’s existing businesses have diversified into mining services to complement their 

existing core business. A mine has opened near Hearst and new mining oriented businesses have developed in the 

community. 

Desired future situation (2023): Mining services has grown to become one of Hearst’s top five industry sectors in terms 

of employment and business locations. 

 

1 B. Improve Transportation Infrastructure 

 Airport Development: Hearst is well positioned with respect to future mining developments in the Far North and the 

Ring of Fire. Increasing commercial air services is required to build more of a cluster in the area and establish Hearst 

as a transition point for goods and services to reach remote camps and communities. Hearst can seek to support the 

expansion of the markets of existing businesses as well as work to attract new businesses that may further bring new 

market opportunities. 
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7. Building Local Business Capacity 

Mining is a strong sector in the region surrounding Hearst and in the future there is potential for new mines relatively close 

to the community including Zenyatta’s graphite resource. Initial growth will occur when existing businesses expand their 

current non-mining services business lines. This is already happening for Hearst businesses that are supplying goods and 

services to the exploration industry through Hearst Air.  If there is a focus on maximizing local impact, there is potential for 

this sector to be second only to forestry by the end of the decade. 

 Mining Sector Supply and Service: Create opportunities for local entrepreneurs to learn about the mining sector 

and network with leaders and local decision makers in mining companies through educational material, events and 

support for attendance at conferences such as PDAC. The goal of these activities is to increase familiarity with the 

sector and support business development in this area. As more mines open in the area, the number of mining supply 

businesses will increase if the community has an understanding of the industry. 

 Graphite Value-Added Applications: There is significant potential for graphite mining in the area. Although no mine 

openings are currently confirmed, when they are confirmed, initiatives related to research and development can be 

championed by the Innovo Centre in partnership with local post-secondary institutions. Also, the development and 

attraction of businesses producing value-added applications of graphite are recommended, potentially including high 

strength rope, plastics, computer, and car components. More potential applications could be researched as well. 

 

8. Mining Related Local Procurement and Local Hiring  

As new mines develop in the Hearst area, local political leaders and economic development leadership must be proactive 

and develop positive relationships with companies to promote local procurement and local hiring. Once relationships are 

built with the companies, connecting the business community and local workforce to opportunities is critical to realize local 

employment and business growth.  

 Local Procurement Strategy: Service and supply opportunities during construction and operation related to specific 

mines should be well understood and connections to local business potential should be pursued. 

 Relationship Building: Regular and proactive communications relationships are established between community 

leadership and new mines and new mining related businesses, including local managers. 

 Relationship Building with Constance Lake First Nation: Constance Lake First Nation is well positioned to 

support local procurement and workforce development initiatives as they relate to the mining sector, as is Hearst. 

Long term relationship building and the cultivation of goodwill and mutual respect is recommended to create future 

opportunities for collaborative projects that benefit both communities.  
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9. Regional Mining Industry Web Portal 

An online web portal for the mining industry will help Hearst and the surrounding region in two regards.  

 The rapid growth of the mining sector in northern Ontario creates potential business opportunities for local 

companies, including engineering, supply and servicing, construction and management. On their own, mining firms 

will tend to source these needs through existing suppliers. In some instances, companies will make some effort to 

identify and work with local suppliers, but these efforts are uncoordinated and vary greatly from company to company.  

 The creation of a one-stop shop for mining exploration information in the region could enhance exploration by making 

relevant information available in a timely, simple, and easily accessible format. The suggested action is as follows: 

 

Regional Mining Web-Portal: In cooperation with mining interests, particularly those within reach of Hearst businesses 

by air or by road, assemble public and private sector partners to construct a “one-stop” web-based portal. The website 

should accomplish the following objectives: 

 Describe mining supply and service opportunities in detail, providing a common resource for mining 

companies and local firms to find each other and understand the services available in the region. The 

website should also be an information source regarding “best practices” from small and medium-sized 

companies seeking to access supply and service opportunities with larger players in the mining industry. 

This latter component of the portal should be updated continually to share intelligence and information 

about specific mining companies and their sourcing practices. Similarly, the portal should be constructed 

so as to provide a forum where local small and medium-sized enterprises may link together for joint 

initiatives and proposals.  

 The website also provides links to existing information regarding local support structures and geological 

services and surveying. A great deal of information exists to help prospectors and mining companies on 

this front, but it is widely dispersed among multiple sources, and local awareness of how to access the 

information is low.  
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4.2.4 Tourism Sector Investment Strategy and Action Plan 

Estimated long term sector growth: Moderate 

Complement to existing local economic base: Strong 

Potential to have a significant impact on local economy: Moderate 

Municipal investment required to attract investment: Moderate 

Current state of the sector: Tourism is concentrated in business travel and visiting friends and relatives, with some fly-

in fishing/hunting lodge activity 

What is the town’s current ability to capitalize on the sector?: Hearst’s position on Highway 11 supports business 

travel related to the transportation sector and resource industries. Excellent facilities create opportunity for sport tourism. 

Strong family relationships support visiting friends and relatives. 

Value proposition: Tourists will be pleased to discover Hearst’s cultural and arts activities. Hearst has the ability to 

support sporting events with exceptional facilities.  

Desired future situation (2018): More tourists are enjoying Hearst’s retail, cultural and recreational assets, including 

festivals and events. Visiting friends and relatives are responding to promotions. Enhancements to restaurants and 

accommodations have been instituted. More sport tourism events are hosted in Hearst.  Productive linkages with Sault 

Ste Marie and the CN has resulted in a surge in the popularity of Algoma Central Railway passenger train. 

Desired future situation (2023): Hearst is experiencing an increase of leisure tourists from Ontario, Québec and the 

U.S. due to increased hunting, fishing, and cottage products and two new passenger train visits during peak season. 

More progress has been realized on all five year objectives.  The Algoma Central Railway train has more sustainable 

year round sound passenger statistics making Hearst  a worthwhile tourism destination. 
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10. Sports Tourism 

Hearst’s facilities are excellent, including an arena, full sized indoor pool, and curling rink, among others. The community 

has festivals and events, and cultural attractions to extend the stay of sports-related visitors and their families. A sports 

tourism strategy is currently in development and will fully identify the opportunities presented by sports tourism.  

 

11. Upgrading Tourism Product 

Although Hearst has exceptional facilities, and many suitable accommodations, restaurants and retail businesses, there 

are opportunities to upgrade some of these establishments.  

Recommended Actions: 

 Upgrading Tourism Business: Hold information and awareness-building session on ‘upgrading your tourism 

business’. The presentation should incorporate successful local tourism operators who can attest to the payback of 

investments in improvements (inspiring stories) and would be prepared to let their experiences stand as examples to 

others. Invite all tourism operators to attend. Following the session, book private appointments to evaluate the 

potential return on investments. 

 

12. Research Surveys 

The best way to understand the needs and wants of tourists is to ask them about their expectations and desires, and 

communicate the results of this research to the business community. Prizes are usually necessary to encourage 

participation, and residents are generally not encouraged to participate. An easy way to distinguish non-local visitors is to 

simply ask for an address, so that any local entries can be assessed separately or discarded as appropriate. 

 Tourist Needs and Wants: Gather competitive intelligence on the people coming to Hearst, including rubber tire 

travellers, business travellers, and visiting friends and relatives. Maximize use of staff resources to gather contact 

information and conduct follow-up surveys to explore how they enjoyed their experience. Conducting an ongoing 

market assessment to determine what may encourage more people to stay in Hearst or extend their stay to enjoy the 

food, culture and/or shopping in Hearst. This information can be shared with the business community to support their 

strategic planning and can identify investment attraction targets. 

 Economic Impact of Festivals and Events: A number of techniques should be employed to evaluate the 

effectiveness of local events in achieving their goals and having positive economic impact. Outsource the evaluation 

in the first year to learn how they are done and complete in-house thereafter. 
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13. Expand Local Festivals and Events 

Based on the findings from the economic impact assessment and tourist surveys, expand the number of festivals in 

Hearst over the period of the strategy. Concentrate on events where there is an opportunity to increase tourism traffic and 

extend the tourist stay. The shoulder seasons of spring and fall are often a challenge for local accommodations, and new 

events can be organized at these times. 

In order to accomplish this goal, volunteers, and organizations like the Conseil des Arts de Hearst should be engaged, but 

professional services may also be required, including a part time staff position. A fee-for-service arrangement may help 

manage the costs of professional staff. Festivals and events should target visiting friends and relatives and regional 

tourism markets, but if professionally managed, Hearst may begin to attract visitors from farther away. 

 

14. Support Tourism Marketing  

The Regional Tourism Organization (RTO) that represents Hearst is RTO13. RTO13 recognizes increases in access to 

online content to make travel booking decisions and is implementing a “Digital Media Strategy”
69

 to address the lack of 

content about northern Ontario.  

Recommended Actions:  

 Supply Content: Hearst can support the success of the Digital Media Strategy by supplying content to RTO13 about 

its tourism products and services.    

 Local Internet Presence: All local businesses should have some online presence to support their competitiveness in 

an increasingly internet based tourism world. Pursue subsidy programs, bulk buy opportunities, etc. through Hearst 

EDC and other business support services to help businesses interested in online marketing to this end. Best practices 

in social media marketing are available in guides such as “Social Media Guide” produced by Business Development 

Canada
70

.  

 Visiting Friends and Relatives: Events that bring extended family into the community are great opportunities to re-

connect former residents with the community and share information on economic development and employment 

opportunities. Hearst can take an active role in developing relationships with former residents and their families, 

promoting “homecoming” events and sharing information about jobs and investment opportunities with these people 

through the Welcoming Program.  

                                                      

69 A Digital Strategy for Northern Ontario, Regional Tourism Organization 13, [Online Aug 2013: http://tourismnorthernontario.com/files/destinaton-development-documents-

reports/marketing/Digital%20Strategy%202012.pdf ] 

70 Social Media Guide, Business Development Canada, [Online August 2012: www.bdc.ca/socialmediaguide.] 

http://tourismnorthernontario.com/files/destinaton-development-documents-reports/marketing/Digital%20Strategy%202012.pdf
http://tourismnorthernontario.com/files/destinaton-development-documents-reports/marketing/Digital%20Strategy%202012.pdf
http://www.bdc.ca/socialmediaguide
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4.2.5 Agriculture Sector Investment Strategy and Action Plan 

Estimated long term sector growth: Moderate 

Complement to existing local economic base: Low 

Potential to have a significant impact on local economy: Moderate  

Municipal investment required to attract investment: Low 

Current state of the sector: Currently small in terms of employment but growing 

What is the town’s current ability to capitalize on the sector?: With a strong project built on local leadership, this 

sector has good potential to improve quality of life and begin to impact employment. 

Value proposition: Hearst is a community of local food innovators interested in collective efforts to reach new markets 

with local agricultural products. 

Desired future situation (2018): Food systems have been developed to extend the market for agricultural products 

beyond Hearst throughout the region, increasing the size of the agricultural community. 

Desired future situation (2023): A processing and/or packaging initiative has been successful, creating demand from 

across the Cochrane District. 

 

15. Regional Agricultural Council 

The agriculture sector often has specific requirements, such as land and water resources or agricultural activities, which 

may necessitate the cooperation of local and provincial planning and policymaking support. In some cases, policy barriers 

may exist strictly because of bureaucratic or regulatory intransigence, and it will be necessary to lobby provincial and 

federal agriculture officials to address these obstacles. 

To facilitate lobbying efforts, Hearst should work with local industry and related interests in the region to enable the sector 

to speak with a common voice on this issue. The Council’s first task should be to undertake the development of a policy 

statement and issues report that explores the existing barriers to market access in detail. This report should address 

issues including: 
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 Detailed overview of the issues relating to market access barriers 

 Detailed discussion of the ways in which the lack of market access is eroding economic development 

 Overview of the kind of opportunities that are being denied to the community as a result of current policies 

 Overview of what other jurisdictions have done to address this issue 

 Examination of the relevance of the existing agricultural land inventory and need to update it 

A set of recommended policy, legislative and regulatory changes that could be implemented to address the issues 

identified and secure access for new ventures. 

 

16. Cooperative Abattoir 

Hearst has a concentration of employment in meat sales and farming. In some cases, such as meat processing, health 

and safety regulatory frameworks make it cost-prohibitive for small producers to invest in production or processing 

facilities that meet established standards. Hearst agriculturalists should work with producers in such instance to consider 

the establishment of agricultural co-operatives, where risk and resources may be pooled among multiple producers. 

Investigations into this possibility should continue to be pursued through the Co-op Federation of Ontario. The feasibility 

of mobile abattoir could also be considered, although there have been challenges experienced implementing a similar 

facility in the Abitibi region of Québec
71

. 

 

17. Increase Local Production 

La Maison Verte and Agriva farmer’s market have already worked to develop local food initiatives. These initiatives can 

be encouraged to continue and develop new local and regional markets for local produce. Agriculture can be included in 

economic development marketing as a community asset. 

 Diversify Crop Types: In cooperation with the provincial and federal Ministries of Agriculture and with agriculture-

focused post-secondary institutions, Hearst can explore a program where external experts and researchers can work 

directly with the local businesses to identify opportunities for new crop and livestock production or enhancements to 

existing production. Local post-secondary institutions will be key partners in this effort. 

 

                                                      

71 Mobile Abattoirs: Lessons from Quebec, Sustain Ontario, [Online Aug 2013: http://sustainontario.com/2013/04/21/15661/news/mobile-abattoirs-lessons-from-quebec ] 

http://sustainontario.com/2013/04/21/15661/news/mobile-abattoirs-lessons-from-quebec
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A strong understanding of the climatic and practical issues for agricultural operations in the region should be the focus 

of research efforts. This will necessarily include an ongoing assessment of opportunities based on climate, terrain, 

soil and proximity to markets. However, it should also include a detailed study of other cool climate agricultural locales 

in order to identify crops, products and practices that have been successful in those jurisdictions. The study of 

possible agricultural products should not be limited to traditional crops or livestock, but should include the 

consideration of increased cultivation of non-traditional products such as berries, forest products, and fur. In 

assessing these opportunities, special consideration should be given to a range of emerging markets. These include: 

 Organic produce and organically-raised livestock 

 Locally-grown food to meet demands for the 100 Mile Diet 

 Ethnic and culturally-specific foods 

 Nutraceuticals and traditional or First Nations medicinal plants 

 Market Local Food and Support Local Producers: The promotion of local food supports local farmers and 

contributes to a greater sense of community wellbeing. Hearst can include marking the 100 mile diet in a regional 

promotion effort. Organizations such as the Agriva Farmer’s Market and the Maison Verte are potential partners, as 

well as other farmers. As the market available to local farmers grows, so will their needs. Some local groups are 

already organizing to investigate local food processing facilities. Such studies and initiatives should be fully 

supported. 
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4.2.6 Energy Sector Investment Strategy and Action Plan 

Estimated long term sector growth: Moderate 

Complement to existing local economic base: Strong 

Potential to have a significant impact on local economy: Moderate 

Municipal investment required to attract investment: Moderate to High 

Current state of the sector: The renewable energy sector has a presence in Hearst 

What is the town’s current ability to capitalize on the sector?: Although there are challenges in the sector with 

respect to energy generation due to limited transmission capacity, the future of wood pellets and biofuels is promising. 

Value proposition: Hearst is a green community, where renewable energy is integrated into facilities and business 

mindsets. Forestry biomass is available. 

Desired future situation (2018): Hearst is benefitting from an increase in businesses related to renewable energy 

based on the abundance of wood by-products in the community. 

Desired future situation (2023): Hearst has evaluated its energy needs and invested in a sustainable mix of renewable 

energies to lower energy costs and increase business efficiency. 

 

 

18. Transmission Infrastructure 

The most significant barrier to energy related development in Hearst is the limited capacity of regional transmission lines 

to carry energy to major energy markets. Addressing this issue is a long term political effort but can have significant 

positive impacts.   
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19. Bio-Fuel Feasibility Study 

The research identified a potential opportunity for a regional system of bio-fuel producers, where regional production 

facilities produce a low grade fuel which is then transported to a central facility for upgrading. The potential or challenges 

of this proposal are not well known, but could be further explored, and potentially lead to a high level feasibility study. It is 

worthwhile to study this possibility, explore the markets and be aware of emerging technologies, particularly biomass 

conversion to diesel or cold climate green crop conversion to diesel. 

 

20. District Heating – Re-evaluation 

The technical potential for a district heating system in Hearst for economic development was supported by sector experts 

who were consulted as part of the strategic planning process, but a 2010 business case identified a significant amount of 

subsidy being required to make it happen. With a significant drop in natural gas prices since 2010, at the time of writing, 

the business case is even less favourable. However, with the 10 year vision of this strategic plan, it is important to 

reconsider the feasibility of this initiative and periodically re-assess approach, costs, benefits and potential partnerships. 

 

Is important to note that with their major dam project on the Kabinakagami River with Northland Power and other plans, 

Constance Lake First Nation is well positioned to support local procurement and workforce development initiatives as they 

relate to the energy sector, as is Hearst. Long term relationship building and the cultivation of goodwill and mutual respect 

is recommended to create future opportunities for collaborative projects that benefit both communities. 
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4.3 Summary of Actions with Priorities, Budget 

FIGURE 15: SUMMARY OF ACTIONS WITH PRIORITIES, BUDGET AND POTENTIAL PARTNERSHIPS 

Workforce Development    

Initiative Priority & Timing 
Annual Budget  
(all partners) 

Partnerships to 
Explore 

i. Work Regionally.    
Far Northeast Training 

Board 

- Labour Force Monitoring High – Short Term $7,000 
Far Northeast Training 

Board 

ii. Invest in local labour force attraction and retention   Staff Position  

- Lease with employers to identify hiring needs 
and understand current hiring challenges 

High – Short Term Staff Time  

- Establish a Communications Strategy High  - Short Term $10,000 / Staff Time  

- Share information on best practices in 
recruitment and in human resources 
management 

High – Medium 
Term 

Staff Time  

- Invite speakers on human resource 
management trends and recruitment to speak at 
business events  

High – Short to 
Medium Term 

$5,000 / Staff Time 
Chamber of Commerce, 

CFDC 

- Work to attract former residents and their 
families back to Hearst  

High – Short Term $7,000  

- Offer community tours for people considering 
relocating to Hearst 

High – Short to 
Medium Term 

Staff Time  

- A Personal Welcome High – Short Term $10,000 / Staff Time  

- Family Pairing High –Medium Term Staff Time  
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Forestry Sector 

Initiative Priority & Timing 
Annual Budget  
(all partners) 

Partnerships to 
Explore 

1 A. Improve Transportation Infrastructure 
- Intermodal Transportation Facilities 
- Salt Water Port on James Bay 

Moderate – 
Ongoing 

$3,000 

Regional Municipalities, 
business and political 

leadership, Chamber of 
Commerce 

2. Business Development with the Innovo Centre 
- Biomaterials 
- Value-added Wood products 
- Improve Forestry Management and 

Manufacturing Processes 

High – Short to 
Long Term 

$10,000 / Staff Time 
Innovo Centre, 

Université de Hearst and 
Collège Boréal 

3. Government and Business Relationship Building 
- Continued business retention and expansion 

activities 
High - Ongoing Staff Time 

Regional Municipalities, 
business and political 

leadership, Chamber of 
Commerce 

 
 

Education Sector    

Initiative Priority & Timing 
Annual Budget  
(all partners) 

Partnerships to 
Explore 

4. Culture of Local Learning 
- Local Learning Strategy 

Moderate – Short to 
Medium Term 

$2,000 / Staff Time 
Université de Hearst and 

Collège Boréal 

5. Attracting Students from Outside the Region 
- Create a Specialty 
- Cooperative Education 
- Technology Transfer  
- Partnerships with Other Post-Secondary 

Institutions 
- Marketing 

High – Ongoing $10,000 / Staff Time 
Innovo Centre, 

Université de Hearst and 
Collège Boréal 

6. Entrepreneurship Development 
Moderate – Medium 

Term 
TBD 

CFDC, Université de 
Hearst and Collège 

Boréal 
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Mining Sector    

Initiative Priority & Timing 
Annual Budget  
(all partners) 

Partnerships to 
Explore 

1 B. Improve Transportation Infrastructure 
- Airport Development 

High – Short to 
Medium Term 

TBD / Staff Time Private Sector 

7. Building Local Business Capacity 
- Mining Sector Supply and Service 
- Graphite Value-Added Applications 

High – Short to 
Long Term 

$5,000 / Staff Time 
Local and Regional 
Mining Businesses 

8. Local Procurement and Local Hiring  
- Local Procurement Strategy 
- Relationship Building 

Moderate – Medium 
Term 

Staff Time  

9. Regional Mining Industry Web Portal High – Short Term $50,000 (one time) 
Funders (NOHFC, 

FedNor, CFDC) 

 

Tourism Sector    

Initiative Priority & Timing 
Annual Budget  
(all partners) 

Partnerships to 
Explore 

10. Sports Tourism Will be fully evaluated in upcoming study 

11. Product Upgrades 
- Upgrading Tourism Business  
- Tourism Fund 

Moderate – Short to 
Medium Term 

$4,000 Chamber of Commerce 

12.Research Surveys 
- Tourist Needs and Wants 
- Economic Impact of Festivals and Events 

Moderate – Medium 
Term 

$10,000 (One time) 
/ $2,000 (Ongoing) 

 

13. Expand Local Festivals and Events 
High – Short to 
medium Term 

$20,000 

Funders (Celebrate 
Ontario, Festivals and 

Events Marketing 
Partnership) 

14. Support Tourism Marketing Efforts 
- Supply Content  
- Local Internet Presence 
- Visiting Friends and Relatives 

High - Ongoing $7,000 / Staff Time RTO13, OTMPC 
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Agriculture    

Initiative Priority & Timing 
Annual Budget  
(all partners) 

Partnerships to 
Explore 

15. Regional Agricultural Council 
- Agricultural Land Inventory 

Moderate – Medium 
Term 

Staff Time NE Community Network 

16. Cooperative Abattoir 
High – Short to 
Medium Term 

Staff Time 
Co-op Federation of 

Ontario 

17. Increase Local Production 
- Diversify Crop Types 
- Market Local Food and Support Local 

Producers 

High - Ongoing $5,000 / Staff Time 
Innovo Centre, 

Université de Hearst and 
Collège Boréal 

 

Energy Sector    

Initiative Priority & Timing 
Annual Budget  
(all partners) 

Partnerships to 
Explore 

18. Transmission Infrastructure Low – Ongoing Staff Time 

Regional Municipalities, 
business and political 

leadership, Chamber of 
Commerce 

19. Bio-Fuel Feasibility Study 
Moderate – Medium 

Term 
$20,000 (One time) 

NCIR, Regional 
Municipalities 

20. District Heating – Re-evaluation Low – Medium Term $20,000 (One time) Funders 
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Business Patterns Analysis  

Statistics Canada tracks the number of businesses located in communities across the country, including Hearst, 

categorized by number of employees and by industry. This dataset, called Canadian Business Patterns, provides 

important insights into the composition of the business community in Hearst.  

Comparing business patterns data across time periods is not entirely reliable and, although useful, should be interpreted 

with caution. Business patterns data does not account for mergers or changes in the categorization of business locations, 

which can lead to unexplained changes in the number of employees in a particular industry category.  

With these limitations in mind, in 2008, there were a total of 536 business locations in Hearst, which appears to have 

dropped by 9.5% to 485 locations in 2012. The loss is primarily in business locations that have one or more employees, 

and appears to be led by losses in the forestry sector, specifically logging businesses, as well as accommodations and 

food services, as well as retail, which are often associated with the tourism sector.  

FIGURE 16: HEARST BUSINESS LOCATIONS 2008 & 2012 

 

Source: Statistics Canada Business Patterns, Dec 2008 & 2012, Adapted by Millier Dickinson Blais Inc. 

 

From this point forward, the business patterns analysis focuses on business locations with employees, as these 

businesses have the greatest effect on the local economy and are more likely to contribute to the local tax base. 

Therefore industries are listed from the high to low by the number of employer business locations in Figure 17.  

288 
248 

536 

243 242 

485 

Business Locations with One or 
More Employee(s) 

Business Locations with No 
Employees 

Total Business Locations 

2008 2012 
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FIGURE 17: HEARST BUSINESS PATTERNS, DEC 2012 

Industry 

Business 
Locations with 

one or more 
employees 

Owner Operated 
Businesses 

Total 
Business 
Locations 

Retail Trade 44 13 57 

Transportation and Warehousing 34 33 67 

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting 33 17 50 

Health Care and Social Assistance 21 5 26 

Other Services (except Public Administration) 20 21 41 

Construction 19 23 42 

Administrative and Support, Waste Management and Remediation Services 10 12 22 

Professional, Scientific and Technical Services 9 9 18 

Wholesale Trade 9 4 13 

Accommodation and Food Services 9 4 13 

Manufacturing 8 4 12 

Real Estate and Rental and Leasing 7 35 42 

Finance and Insurance 6 41 47 

Educational Services 4 2 6 

Arts, Entertainment and Recreation 4 2 6 

Information and Cultural Industries 3 1 4 

Utilities 2 1 3 

Public Administration 1 0 1 

Management of Companies and Enterprises 0 13 13 

Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction 0 2 2 

TOTAL 243 242 485 

Source: Statistics Canada Business Patterns, Dec 2012, Adapted by Millier Dickinson Blais Inc. 

 

The industries with the highest number of business locations with employees are retail trade, transportation and 

warehousing, as well as agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting. The industries with the lowest number of business 

locations with employees are mining, quarrying and oil and gas extraction as well as management of companies and 

enterprises. 
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Business locations have a varying degree of impact on employment, and Figure 18 provides insight into the level of 

employment of a few industries that have concentrations in one or more of the employment levels. Noting the employment 

levels in particular industries is important because industries with a larger number of small business locations have very 

different needs and dynamics than industries with a large number of employees concentrated in a small number of 

business locations.  

The industries with the highest number of business locations with more than 100 employees are transportation and 

warehousing, and health and social assistance. In the category of 50-99 employees, the manufacturing and agriculture, 

forestry, fishing and hunting industries each have two business locations. Manufacturing also has one business location 

with more than 200 employees. Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting has the highest number of small businesses with 

four or less employees. Retail trade has the highest number of locations in the 5-9, 10-19 and 20-49 employment levels. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Statistics Canada Business Patterns, Dec 2012, Adapted by Millier Dickinson Blais Inc. 
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FIGURE 18: HEARST BUSINESS LOCATIONS BY INDUSTRY AND EMPLOYMENT, DEC 2012 
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Business Location: Location Quotient Analysis  

As mentioned above, Location Quotients (LQs) assess the concentration of economic activity within an area compared 

with a larger region. The purpose of an LQ analysis is to identify areas of competitive advantage and gaps in the 

economy. LQ’s can be calculated using the number of business locations or employment. In this case the LQ is measured 

in business locations. When interpreting the results of this analysis it is important to understand why some of Hearst’s 

larger employers may be rated lower than smaller employers. Retail trade for example is rated higher than manufacturing, 

but why? This ranking is a reflection of the number of firms, but not the size of those firms. In other words, the ratings are 

a product of the proportional number of businesses found in Hearst when compared to the provincial average.  

Accordingly, while Hearst is home to large scale manufacturing firms with a large number of employees, the actual 

number of those firms relative to the provincial average is actually low which translates to a low rating.  
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FIGURE 19: HEARST BUSINESS LOCATION QUOTIENT, WITH REFERENCE TO ONTARIO, COMPARED WITH COCHRANE DISTRICT 

Industry 
LQ 

Hearst/ON 
Rating LQ Cochrane 

District/ON 

Utilities 5.97 High 7.72 

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting 4.82 High 1.92 

Transportation and Warehousing 2.79 High 1.31 

Accommodation and Food Services 2.56 High 2.44 

Retail Trade 1.39 High 1.35 

Educational Services 1.27 High 1.15 

Public Administration 1.18 Moderate 3.18 

Arts, Entertainment and Recreation 1.03 Moderate 0.86 

Health Care and Social Assistance 0.85 Moderate 1.17 

Information and Cultural Industries 0.84 Moderate 0.92 

Administrative and Support, Waste Management and Remediation Services 0.79 Moderate 0.72 

Other Services (except Public Administration) 0.70 Low 0.92 

Construction 0.68 Low 0.95 

Manufacturing 0.60 Low 0.56 

Wholesale Trade 0.57 Low 0.73 

Finance and Insurance 0.52 Low 0.81 

Real Estate and Rental and Leasing 0.52 Low 0.72 

Professional, Scientific and Technical Services 0.35 Low 0.54 

Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction 0.00 Low 5.29 

Management of Companies and Enterprises 0.00 Low 0.47 

Source: Statistics Canada Business Patterns, Dec 2012, Adapted by Millier Dickinson Blais Inc. 

 

As mentioned above, Location Quotients (LQs) assess the concentration of economic activity within an area compared 

with a larger region. The purpose of an LQ analysis is to identify areas of competitive advantage and gaps in the 

economy. LQ’s can be calculated using the number of business locations or employment. In this case the LQ is measured 

in business locations. 
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The concentration of business locations in Hearst are calculated relative to Ontario, and compared with the LQ of 

Cochrane District, also calculated relative to Ontario. The Cochrane District includes Hearst as well as a number of 

surrounding communities and the City of Timmins.  

A location quotient with a value greater than 1.25 indicates a concentration of economic activity that is greater than the 

overarching region, and may indicate a competitive advantage. A location quotient of less than 0.75 suggests that Hearst 

or the Cochrane District is under represented in terms of business locations in that industry. A low location quotient may 

present an opportunity for a new entrant or indicate strong regional competition in that industry. 

As mentioned above, Location Quotients (LQs) assess the concentration of economic activity within an area compared 

with a larger region. The purpose of an LQ analysis is to identify areas of competitive advantage and gaps in the 

economy. LQ’s can be calculated using the number of business locations or employment. In this case the LQ is measured 

in business locations. 

As mentioned above, Location Quotients (LQs) assess the concentration of economic activity within an area compared 

with a larger region. The purpose of an LQ analysis is to identify areas of competitive advantage and gaps in the 

economy. LQ’s can be calculated using the number of business locations or employment. In this case the LQ is measured 

in business locations. When interpreting the results of this analysis it is important to understand why some of Hearst’s 

larger employers may be rated lower than smaller employers. Retail trade for example is rated higher than manufacturing, 

but why? This ranking is a reflection of the number of firms, but not the size of those firms. In other words, the ratings are 

a product of the proportional number of businesses found in Hearst when compared to the provincial average.  

Accordingly, while Hearst is home to large scale manufacturing firms with a large number of employees, the actual 

number of those firms relative to the provincial average is actually low which translates to a low rating.  

Figure 19 indicates that the following sectors have a high concentration of business locations in Hearst. 

 Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting: Hearst has a high concentration of forestry businesses, in particular 

contract and non-contract logging operations, with a total of 40 business locations. Three of these businesses have 

between 5-20 employees and two businesses have between 50-99 employees. Hearst has a high concentration of 

businesses in this industry compared with the province of Ontario and a significantly higher LQ than the Cochrane 

District as a whole. 

 Utilities: The utilities industry exhibits the highest concentration of business locations when compared with the 

province, which is due to the Hearst Power Distribution Company and two energy generation locations (biomass and 

hydro-electric). It should be noted that the concentration is lower than the concentration of utility locations in 

Cochrane District, which may indicate that this area is a regional strength. 
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 Transportation and Warehousing: The concentration of transportation and warehousing in Hearst is high compared 

with Ontario and the industry has a higher LQ in Hearst than in Cochrane District. Local and long distance trucking 

businesses, with 15 locations, and local and long distance forestry trucking businesses, with 31 locations, make up a 

significant part of Hearst’s business community. 

 Accommodation and Food Services: Hearst has 7 business locations offering some form of accommodations, and 

13 food service businesses. This concentration of accommodations and food services businesses is significantly 

higher than the province, but the Hearst LQ is comparable to Cochrane District.   

 

Industries with a low concentration of business locations in Hearst or Cochrane District compared with the province 

include the following. 

 Construction: There are a variety of construction related business locations in Hearst, ranging from residential 

construction, and electrical contractors to highway, street and bridge construction business locations. The 

concentration of these businesses is lower in Hearst than in the province of Ontario. Cochrane District has close to 

the same concentration of construction business locations as Ontario, indicating that the number of business 

locations in Hearst is lower than the surrounding region. Remember that the size of the business is not a factor. 

 Manufacturing: Hearst has a low concentration of manufacturing business locations compared with Ontario, however 

the industry LQ is comparable to Cochrane District, indicating a low regional concentration.  

 Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction: There are two business locations in Hearst that support mining 

activities. No business locations report employees, and the LQ is zero. In contrast, Cochrane District has a significant 

concentration of business locations in this industry compared with the province of Ontario. 
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Labour Force Profile  

Employment: Location Quotient Analysis  

Figure 20 presents a number of key occupations in Hearst, grouped into sectors, and compares job growth as well as 

location quotients (LQs) with the province of Ontario. In this case, the LQs are calculated using employment. Some of the 

sectors may not appear to capture all of the businesses and occupations that might be expected. In small communities, 

this occurs because Statistics Canada suppresses certain datasets to ensure anonymity of all participants. 

Remember that a location quotient with a value greater than 1.25 indicates a concentration of economic activity that is 

greater than the overarching region, and may indicate a competitive advantage. A location quotient of less than 0.75 

suggests that Hearst does not currently have a concentration of business locations in that occupation. A low location 

quotient may present an opportunity for a new entrant or indicate strong regional competition in that industry.  

 

FIGURE 20: HEARST OCCUPATIONS, EMPLOYMENT AND PROVINCIAL LQ BY SECTOR (MULTIPLE TABLES) 

Description of Occupation 
2001 
Jobs 

2011 
Jobs 

Change 
+/(-) 

LQ 
Hearst/ON 

LQ 
Cochrane 

District/ON 

      

 
Agriculture 

Butchers, meat cutters and fishmongers, retail and wholesale 10 13 3 1.46 1.20 

Farmers and farm managers <10 <10 -- -- -- 

Farm supervisors and specialized livestock workers <10 <10 -- -- -- 

General farm workers <10 <10 -- -- 0.13 

Nursery and greenhouse workers <10 <10 -- -- 0.21 

Agricultural representatives, consultants and specialists <10 <10 -- -- -- 

Process control and machine operators, food and beverage processing <10 <10 -- -- 0.12 

Labourers in food, beverage and tobacco processing <10 <10 -- -- 0.22 
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Description of Occupation 
2001 
Jobs 

2011 
Jobs 

Change 
LQ 

Hearst/ON 

LQ 
Cochrane 

District/ON 

      

 
Construction 

Construction trades helpers and labourers 32 62 30 3.14 2.03 

Construction millwrights and industrial mechanics (except textile) 71 37  (34) 2.26 2.13 

Contractors and supervisors, heavy construction equipment crews 14 32 18 7.33 3.37 

Automotive service technicians, truck and bus mechanics and mechanical 
repairers 

39 30  (9) 1.64 1.05 

Carpenters 28 18  (10) 1.15 1.46 

Electricians (except industrial and power system) -- 18 -- 1.29 1.48 

Welders and related machine operators 32 18  (14) 1.58 1.67 

Electronic service technicians (household and business equipment) 15 14  (1) 1.38 0.8 

      

      

 
Education  

Elementary school and kindergarten teachers 45 50 5 1.27 1.21 

Secondary and elementary school teachers and educational counsellors 50 45  (5) 1.32 1.23 

Secondary school teachers 39 35  (4) 1.61 1.51 

College, university and other vocational instructors 20-28 30 -- 1.65 0.77 

Early childhood educators and assistants 15 30 15 1.25 0.82 

Elementary and secondary school teacher assistants 20 20 0 1.20 1.20 
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Description of Occupation 
2001 
Jobs 

2011 
Jobs 

Change 
LQ 

Hearst/ON 

LQ 
Cochrane 

District/ON 

      

 
Forestry 

Other wood processing machine operators 93 75  (18) 74.74 21.07 

Labourers in wood, pulp and paper processing 75 70  (5) 33.69 9.90 

Heavy equipment operators (except crane) 57 61 4 7.29 3.88 

Sawmill machine operators 30 48 18 81.80 25.90 

Logging machinery operators 13 31 18 43.21 30.45 

Chain saw and skidder operators 28 31 3 42.21 20.45 

Heavy-duty equipment mechanics 47 27  (20) 4.56 5.18 

Material handlers 66 23  (43) 0.65 0.50 

Lumber graders and other wood processing inspectors and graders 13 12  (1) 79.82 25.85 

Supervisors, logging and forestry <10 11 -- 36.26 18.61 

      

      

 
Tourism 

Retail salespersons and sales clerks 143 91  (52) 0.89 0.98 

Cashiers 118 83  (35) 1.27 1.13 

Food counter attendants, kitchen helpers and related occupations 81 74  (7) 1.16 0.78 

Cooks 67 34  (33) 1.17 1.11 

Grocery clerks and store shelf stockers 49 24  (25) 0.69 1.03 

Food and beverage servers 91 21  (70) 0.65 0.84 

      

      

 
Transportation 

Bus drivers and subway and other transit operators 19 46 27 2.73 1.77 

Truck drivers 118 103  (15) 2.76 1.39 
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Description of Occupation 
2001 
Jobs 

2011 
Jobs 

Change 
LQ 

Hearst/ON 

LQ 
Cochrane 

District/ON 

      

 
Mining and Oil and Gas 

Underground production and development miners <10 <10 -- -- 45.32 

Supervisors, mining and quarrying <10 <10 -- -- 43.73 

Mine labourers 0 0 0 0.00 36.12 

Mining engineers 0 0 0 0.00 20.44 

Geological and mineral technologists and technicians <10 <10 -- -- 7.45 

Oil and gas well drilling workers and services operators 0 <10 -- -- 22.52 

      

Source: ESMI Analyst Dataset, Adapted by Millier Dickinson Blais Inc. 

 

The occupations listed here are reported by residents of Hearst, and therefore represent the skills and abilities within the 

community. Each sector is interpreted here: 

 Agriculture: There are few people employed in agriculture in Hearst and in the Cochrane District compared to the 

province of Ontario. The exception is the occupation of Butchers, meat cutters and fishmongers, retail and wholesale 

does have a concentration, and it is more concentrated than the Cochrane District. A low concentration of jobs does 

not detract from the importance of local agriculture and the associated benefits of local agriculture to the community. 

 Construction: In construction related occupations, Hearst has a high LQ, meaning that the community has strong 

skills and expertise with respect to the construction sector, and these figures are higher than the Cochrane District. 

Although there have been gains and losses in particular areas, the overall number of jobs in this area has been 

consistent. 

 Education: The ten year trend for employment in education is slightly positive and Hearst has a concentration of 

employment in post-secondary educators which is greater than the province of Ontario and the Cochrane District. In 

particular, the College and other vocational instructors category has a high LQ in comparison with the Cochrane 

District. 

 Forestry:  Amidst great hardship in surrounding communities, employment in the forestry sector in Hearst has gone 

down, but the community maintains a competitive advantage in this sector.  The concentration of forestry businesses 
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in Hearst is extremely high compared with the province of Ontario and the Cochrane District, indicating a competitive 

advantage. 

 Tourism: As previously discussed, the tourism sector is difficult to isolate because residents often use the same 

services as tourists. With this in mind, the businesses that can be associated with tourism, at least in part, have 

experienced a strong contraction over the ten year period. The LQs for most occupations are within the normal range, 

with the exception of Grocery clerks and store shelf stockers, and Food and beverage servers, which have a relatively 

low concentration. 

 Transportation:  Trucking and busing occupations represent a strong area of employment and are significantly more 

concentrated in Hearst’s business mix as compared with the province of Ontario and the Cochrane District. 

 Mining and Oil and Gas:  There is no significant indication of mining employment in Hearst, and the Cochrane 

District has a strong concentration of employment in this sector. This is an area to explore for potential opportunities. 

This labour force profile will be updated and expanded with more detailed information once the 2011 Census results have 

been released.  
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Appendix II: Description of ESMI Data Set 
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Brief Outline of the EMSI Canadian Data Set 

EMSI creates our comprehensive set of data relating to Canadian industries, occupations, and demographics by 

combining multiple datasets into a single, consistent dataset that is updated twice yearly. 

Current Data Sources 

 Canadian Business Patterns (CBP): 

Establishment Counts 

Location Counts 

 Census 2006: 

Population-Based: Earnings by Class of Worker, Industry, CMA/CA 

Workplace-Based: Employment by Class of Worker, Industry, CSD 

Workplace-Based: Employment by Class of Worker, Industry, Occupation, CMA/CA 

 Survey of Employment, Payrolls and Hours (SEPH): 

Annual Employment by Industry, Province/Territory 

Annual Weekly Earnings by Industry, Province/Territory 

 Labour Force Survey (LFS): 

Annual Employment by Occupation, Class of Worker, Province 

Annual Employment / Earnings by Industry, Occupation, Class of Worker, Province (Microdata) 

Annual Employment by Industry, Economic Region 

Annual Employment / Earnings (two-year rolling averages), Occupation, Employees, Economic Region 

 Canadian Occupational Projection System (COPS): 

Industry Employment Projections, Canada 

Occupation Employment Projections, Canada 

 Demographics: 

Cansim 00510052 Historic Age/Gender, CD 

Cansim 00510053 Historic Population Components, CD 

Cansim 00510054 Historic Births, CD 

Cansim 00520005 Projected Age/Gender, Province/Territory 

Cansim 01024505 Fertility Rates 
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Cansim 01020504 Death Rates 

 

EMSI Industry Data 

Industry Location Counts 

Industry location counts are direct from Canadian Business Patterns with no modifications. 

Industry Employee Counts 

Because there are multiple sources of employment data by industry available in Canada, some discretion has to be used 

in determining which source should be considered primary (all other sets are adjusted to its figures). EMSI considers 

SEPH to be the best candidate for being the primary set for employee counts and employee earnings by industry. At its 

most detailed; SEPH provides us 4-digit NAICS detail by province/territory. Because SEPH is a ‘suppressed’ set 

(meaning that some industries are suppressed for confidentiality purposes), EMSI uses a proprietary process to un-

suppress the data. 

In order to allow a Census Subdivision level look at industrial employment EMSI users two primary sources: Canadian 

Business Patterns, and the census.  

Supplementing SEPH 

SEPH does not cover all employees in Canada. Agriculture, fishing and trapping, private household services, religious 

organizations and military personnel of defence services are excluded in SEPH. These industries are added to the SEPH 

values at the CSD levels from the combined Census/CBP SET above. 

Employee Earnings 

SEPH contains employee earnings for all industries by province and territory. Industry employee earnings are further 

regionalized to the CMA/CA level using Census data. 

Employee Projections 

We create three linear regressions based off of our historic employee counts for each geography (8, 5 and 3 year linear 

regressions). The average of these linear regressions is taken, and the result dampened to curb excessive growth and 

decline. All trends are then adjusted to higher level geography trends (CSD is adjusted to CD, CD to Province, Province 

to Nation). This trend is considered our base projection. After we create the base projection, we adjust our annual growth 
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rate by industry to the projections produced by COPS. This completes our industry employee count process, creating 

CSD-level data 2001-2020. 

Industry Self-Employment Process 

Self-employment data by nature is a less robust set of information than employee data, and excludes the use of some of 

the most important datasets. For self-employment data, SEPH and CBP have no bearing, which leaves us with only two 

main surveys to work with: the Labour Force Survey (LFS) and the Census. We benchmark our self-employment data to 

the LFS (the Census, by the nature of the questions asked, undercounts the number of self-employed
72

). 

This data is projected in the same fashion as employee by industry data, except that the only post-projection adjustment 

made is to the overall projected growth rate of the economy. [verify]. This completes our industry self-employment 

process, creating CSD-level data 2001-2020. 

EMSI Occupation Data 

Occupation data, in the view of EMSI, is generally subsequent and inferior to industry data. Because industry data is more 

easily tied to Business Registers and to businesses, which typically are more accurate in how they classify themselves 

industrially, employee counts by industry are usually more accurate than employee counts by occupation. Occupation 

data, by nature, is typically collected from individuals only, and is more prone to error. For this reason, we consider 

industry data to be more reliable than occupation data and adjust occupation data accordingly. 

Geographic Occupation Counts 

Occupation data is a combination of two processes. The first is the establishment of fixed high-level geographic 

occupation counts. The second is the formation of staffing patterns for industries at these same levels. These staffing 

patterns then determine the occupational make-up of lower level geographies on the basis of the industrial mix at the 

lower level geographies. 

For the first part of the process EMSI begin with 4-digit NOC-S Labour Force Survey employment and earnings figures at 

the Economic Region. This set contains suppressions, and we fill the employment suppressions using Census data as an 

initial estimate in Census years, and then moving year to year in intercensal years. The earnings suppressions are filled 

using a separate process that looks at industrial and geographic parent’s earnings to apportion earnings. This gives us a 

full series 4-digit NOC-S at the economic region. These estimates are adjusted to SEPH (plus additions to employment) 

totals, so that our occupation job count equals our industrial job count. This creates our occupation data by economic 

region. 

                                                      
72 

The Labour Force Survey estimates for May 2006 exceeds the Census 2006 count of self-employed workers by half a million.
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The occupation data is then projected using the same projection methodology described above in the industry employee 

process. After this base projection is created, its annual growth rate is adjusted by occupation to the occupation 

projections produced by COPS. These projections are then adjusted so that the projected occupation totals match the 

projected industry employee totals. This creates our occupation data by economic region. 

Occupation Staffing Patterns 

The second part of our occupation process creates staffing patterns (employment of occupations within industries) for 

each economic region. 

After the staffing patterns are formed, CSD level industry data is ‘staffed’ into occupations at the CSD level using the 

higher-level regional staffing pattern. Economic Region level average hourly earnings by occupation are then applied to 

the CSD level data (earnings data by occupation is problematic below the economic region). This forms our occupation 

employee data at the CSD level. 

Occupation Self-Employment Process 

The self-employment occupation process follows the employee occupation process very closely, with a few minor 

alterations. 1) Self-employment occupation data margins are established at the province rather than at the economic 

region (the data is highly suppressed at the economic region). 2) The self-employment occupation data is not adjusted to 

the COPS occupation projections. 3) Staffing patterns are created at the province-level rather than at the economic region 

level. 4) Earnings figures are unavailable for self-employed workers by occupation. 

Demographic Data 

CD-Level population by Age and Gender All historic period data is directly from StatsCan. For projected years, we use a 

traditional cohort model, which accounts for births, deaths, in-migration and out-migration at the census division level. The 

results of this cohort model are adjusted to provincial population projection estimates published by StatsCan. 
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Appendix III: Survey Results 
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Using a survey monkey, we conducted an advanced poll of community stakeholders and business leaders. This 

survey was designed to better understand the community’s competitive strengths and strategic priorities. We received 

16 complete responses.  

What are the top factors in ensuring the GROWTH of local businesses?  

Top responses included:  

 Availability of a skilled and semi-skilled workforce 

 Quality of lifestyle factors such as health care, housing, shopping and restaurants, schools, parks and recreation, overall community 

image 

 Access to quality post-secondary education, skills development and training 

 Availability and quality of high-speed telecommunications 

 Competitive wage rates 

 Affordable energy costs 

What is your definition of economic development?  

 Increasing the quality and quantity of local jobs 

 Taking steps to diversity the local economy to ensure sustainable businesses and jobs 

 Supporting the entrepreneurial ecosystem and supporting the increasing competitiveness of local firms  

What makes Hearst a great location for business?  

 Hearst is in a strategic geographic position between Thunder Bay and North Bay. It is also on a transportation corridor, located on the 

Trans- Canada highway with access to two railway lines.  

 Hearst is relatively close to natural resource extraction activities including timber and mineral.  

 Hearst has a relatively low cost of housing  

 Hearst is a tightly knit community with a high quality of life and easy access to a number of outdoor recreational activities.   

What are the most significant economic development opportunities to capitalize upon?  

 Agriculture.  

 Forestry (support services and value-added activities) 

 Mining (support services and value-added activities)  

 Energy production and carbon offsets 

 web based opportunities (online sales, translation services and other freelance opportunities) 
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 Transportations and logistics 

 Adventure tourism  

What is preventing Hearst from capitalizing on economic opportunities? 

 Distance from markets (cost of transportation).  

 Limited  access to investment capital   

 Workforce challenges  

a. Not an established destination for new-Canadians 

b. shrinking labour pool 

c. relatively low levels educational attainment  

 An "unknown community" in today's urban-focused world 

 Long winters, reduce the attractiveness of the community to new comers and potential investors  

 Dependence on resource based primary industries (forestry)   

Please state whether you agree or disagree with the following statements as it pertains to Hearst  

Responses to this question have been organized based on their type of response as generally positive, negative or split 

between the two. 

Positive 

 Has a good business climate and culture - Vast majority agree 

 Competitive real estate and lease costs – mostly agree 

 Has a low cost of living - mostly agree 

 Has a thriving and vibrant arts scene that is known for its creative endeavours – Majority agree 

 Is a good place for business to succeed – majority agree 

Negative 

 Excellent economic performance and growth – Vast majority disagree 

 Has access to a ready supply of skilled labour – disagree  

 Has excellent communications and technology infrastructure – mostly disagree 

 A business environment that foster innovation and entrepreneurship - mostly disagree 

 Has progressive environmental policies to create a sustainable city – majority disagree 

 Is a welcoming community for newcomers – majority disagree 
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Split 

 Has excellent transportation infrastructure - split 

 Availability of financing and venture capital - split 

 


